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Foodbanking in South Africa began in March 2009 with the launch of Food-
Bank Cape Town (FBCT), an NGO that redistributes excess food from
suppliers to agencies (organizations with feeding programmes). This disser-
tation assisted with the planning and research undertaken to help launch
FBCT. Three key areas were tackled:
• Problem structuring techniques were employed to help structure the
Cape Town FoodBank Forum (CTFBF), which was formed to launch
FBCT, and to establish leadership for it. Project management tech-
niques were also employed to guide the tasks required to establish
FBCT.
• Assistance was provided for warehouse selection, where food would be
brought from suppliers to be sorted, cleaned and stored before being
distributed to agencies. Two areas were tackled within warehouse se-
lection: optimal warehouse size and optimal warehouse location. Op-
timal warehouse size was determined by modelling inflows, outflows,
the resultant nett food in the warehouse and the relationship between
food stocks and the warehouse size required. Optimal warehouse lo-
cation was calculated by modelling the cost of total truck-route trips
to agencies and suppliers for a given warehouse location. By varying
the warehouse location over a matrix of coordinates, the lowest cost
for location could be found.
• An allocation model was formulated that will assist with deciding











A clear structure was achieved by constructing working groups (for different
areas of work required) with the CTFBF, the chairs of which formed the co-
chairs and therefore leadership for the CTFBF. A warehouse of size 9501112
and 13701112 was recommended for the short and long-term respectively. An
ideal warehouse location "zone" was generated whereby travel costs would
be within 5%  the optimal location, which roughly constitutes the interior
of the polygon formed by the N2 and 1\17 (see Figure 5.1 on page 110). A
warehouse was then selected at the Philippi Fresh Produce market, which
performed very well with regard to the warehouse size and location criteria,
as well as other important criteria. The research and pending practical ap-
plication of the allocation model have been accepted by FBCT. The model is
currently going through a trial phase, after which it will become operational
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Agency. An organization/NGO that receives food from the foodbank and
uses it for feeding programmes, such as a soup kitchen or crche.
Beneficiary. A person who would receive food from an agency.
CTFBF. Cape Town Food Bank Forum, who were formed to establish
FoodBank Cape Town.
Cut-off values. (see Chapter 4) A cut-off of 10% would refer to a certain
amount of storage space which is passed 10% of the time.
DC. Distribution centre of a supermarket chain.
End-level criterion. (see Chapter 6) A criterion with no sub-criteria un-
der it.
FBCT. FoodBank Cape Town.
Feedback. One of the three merging organizations which formed FBCT
(see also Lions and Robin Good).
GFN. Global Foodbanking Network.
Lions. One of the three merging organizations which formed FBCT (see
also Feedback and Robin Good).
Main place. A geographical division of South Africa, defined by StatsSA.
MCDA. Multi Criteria Decision Analysis.
Merging organizations. A term often used to describe Lions, The Robin
Good Initiative and Feedback, as these three organizations merged to
initially form FBCT.
MLL. Minimum Living Level, as defined by the Bureau for Market Re-
search. This states the minimum amount of rand required for a house-
hold to live above the poverty line.
OR. Operational research.
Outflow factor. (see Chapter 4) A constant multiplied by the weekly av-
erage non-perishable inflow to the foodbank, in order to determine the











Recovery rate of food types. When the foodbank receives product some
is fit for human consumption and some is not. The recovery rate
denotes the proportion that is not.
Region. (see Chapter 5) A geographical area used to group suppliers and
agencies together.
Region trip. (see Chapter 5) A trip where the truck delivers all of its
product to one region before returning to the warehouse.
Robin Good. One of the three merging organizations which formed FBCT
(see also Lions and Feedback).
Scenario. A certain state under a criterion.
SI. Systems Intelligence.
Situation. A set of scenarios for different criteria.
SODA. Strategic Options Development and Analysis.













FoodBank Cape Town (FBCT) opened its doors on 2 March 2009. In so
doilig, it became the largest foodbank in Africa, providing the equivalent
of roughly 12 million meals annually to underprivileged individuals, though
this figure is expected to grow rapidly. This was the first of a series of
four such foodbanks to he opened in the then near future in South Africa,
all to be joined together by the national network, FoodBank South Africa
(FBSA). This mini-dissertation was aimed at aiding the decision-making
for FBCT up until its opening and spans social issues and management,
systems modelling, project management, logistics and resource allocation.
rrhis chapter outlines what foodbanking is all about, describes how it fits
into the South African context and its applicability to the local environment.
1.1 Description of Foodbanking
A brief history of the origins of foodbanking is given (this information was
taken from three organizations' websites: [Global Foodbanking Network],
[America's Second Harvest] and [St. Mary's Food Bank Alliance]), followed
by a description of how it works and why it works from an Operational
Research (OR) perspective.
1.1.1 A brief history
John van liengel has been recognized as the "Father of Foodbanking". In
1965, he started volunteering at a local soup kitchen at St. Vincent de Paul
in Arizona, Phoenix, US. He soon realized that perfectly good food was











mally be minor defects in packaging or food being near expiration date. He
then convinced store managers to donate this food to St. Vincent de Paul.
This initiative quickly grew, and in 1967 van Hengel approached St. Mary's
Basilica, and with their help, started the first "foodbank"
The first year of operation was a great success — more than 110 tons of
food was distributed to 36 local agencies (organizations/NGOs that have
feeding programmes). The idea quickly grew to other cities and van Hengel
then acted as a consultant to many of them. In 1976, van Hengel left the
St. Mary's foodbank to start Second Harvest (later called America's Second
Harvest), an organization that both forms a national network of foodbanks
and aids others in establishing new foodbanks in the US.
In the 1980's, van Hengel left Second Harvest to assist other countries
in starting foodbanks, which led to the development of the International
Foodbanking Services Inc. This organization acted as a consulting firm to
aid foodbanks worldwide. In 2005  Johan van Ilengel passed away. Inspired
by his example, the Global Foodbanking Network (GFN) was established in
2006. GFN's mission is to "work collaboratively to alleviate world hunger by
developing national networks of foodbanks and strengthening foodbanking
around the world" [Global Foodbanking Networks ]. It does this by helping
foodbanks that already exist in countries outside the US, and by working to
create new ones where they are needed.
As of January 2009, America's Second Harvest distributes more than
900,000 tons of donated food and grocery product annually to more than 25
million hungry people in the United States, while GFN currently operates
in 14 countries.
1.1.2 FoodBank Operations
Foodbanks are non-profit organizations that aid the community by distribut-
ing unused food to agencies that feed the hungry. A typical foodbank, part
of America's Second Harvest, would operate as follows.
1. Finances, and food that would otherwise go to waste, are donated by
individuals and companies to the foodbank. Reasons for food dona-
tions include labelling errors, food near expiration date, brand discon-
tinuation, inventory surplus, minor recipe variation, damaged packag-
ing, etc. Small volumes of food (at most 20% of the total volume) are











2. The foodbank collects food from various locations using trucks and
brings it back to its warehouse.
3. The food is sorted, cleaned, etc. and put on shelf.
4. Agencies, which would use this food for social upliftment, can walk
through the "shopping section" of the warehouse (where items are put
On shelf) and can select what they need at little or no cost (a small
handling fee is sometimes changed ). In addition, food may also be
delivered to agencies.
5. Agencies then supply this food to the hungry through various pro-
grammes. These agencies/programmes include school feeding pro-
grammes, soup kitchens, abuse clinics , etc.
During this whole process, quality control standards are ensured.
GFN places a strong emphasis on foodbanks being community assets. Al-
though it may be managed by an NGO, the local community must take
ownership of it be actively involved in its establishment and running in
order for it to be successful. Because of this, foodbanking also has an im-
pact on the public awareness of hunger and its solutions, as well as affecting
public policy decision-making. GFN is also aware that in most cases food-
banking on its Own will not solve the problem of poverty. Social development
problems are often very complex and many factors need to be considered
and addressed by the actual community. However, foodbanking has proven
to work successfully by "bringing together the public sector (government
at all levels), the private sector (the business community — including the
food industry and the media), and the voluntary sector (the NGO commu-
nity) in serious dialogue and action aimed at addressing the needs of hungry
people" [Global Foodbanking Network].
1.2 Foodbanking in South Africa
The origins of foodbanking in South Africa are first discussed, after which
the applicability of foodbanking to South Africa is critiqued.
1.2.1 GFN's Presence in South Africa
As stated earlier, GFN's main objective is to aid other countries in estab-











organizations, GFN completed a "proof of concept study" and "feasibility
study" during 2007. These studies looked at the nature of the hunger prob-
lem, assessed potential resources for a foodbank network and built commu-
nity and national coalitions and partnerships. The results of these investiga-
tions were positive and it was decided that, during 2008, a national plan and
a design for South African foodbanking would be developed, which would
then lead to the actual setting up of foodbanks. With the help of key stake-
holders in South Africa, GFN established national and community forums,
which would be used to tackle the work required for 2008.
The national project was led by the South African Forum for Food Secu-
rity (national forum), which as of 15 January 2008, consisted of 38 organi-
zations. Community forums were established in Cape Town, Johannesburg,
Durban and Port Elizabeth. The national forum would focus more on the
"broader" issues and policy decisions, while the community forums would
focus more on "on the ground" work and the details of actual implemen-
tation. Ideally, each city would develop its own unique style of foodbank
suitable to its environment but there would be similarities/guidelines be-
tween foodbanks on a national level.
1.2.2 The Applicability of Foodbanking to South Africa
It was once argued that in order to solve the problem of under-development,
developing countries simply needed to adopt the "already existing
scientificknowledge and technological skills in the advanced nations" , awl hence
"had no need to repeat the long and troublesome path" through which the
developed countries had previously come [Ravi' et al., 1986]. Over time,
however, this transfer ideology was seriously criticized and in practice fell
short in many ways. This was largely due to the different socio-economic en-
vironments and hence an under-appreciation for t he different systems (par-
ticularly social) in which they operate. It is therefore important to consider
if foodbanking is applicable to the South African environment (i.e. transfer-
ring foodbanking from a developed country to a developing country), and if
so, how it might differ in its application. Not, much time is spent answer-
ing the former question, as although it is essential, this dissertation is more
concerned with the latter.
With regard to foodbanking's applicability to South Africa, GFN's record
of accomplishment of having already established many foodbank networks
in developing countries probably speaks the loudest. In fact, the concept of
foodbanking is fairly intuitive and as a result many similar smaller initiatives











GFN or foodbanking was ever heard about. The reason it is applicable in
almost all environments is most likely because it is a fairly simple concept --
all countries dump very large quantities of good food while there are many
hungry people, and the cost of getting this food to the hungry people is
almost negligible in comparison to the cost of the food itself. This goes for
all countries, developing or not. Importantly, foodbanks do not try to solve
poverty (this is a much deeper issue embedded in a complex social system);
they simply address the issues of hunger by distributing excess food.
With regard to its application, the nature and size of the foodbank will
vary depending on a number of factors. However, because local community
participation is seen as critical by GFN, solutions are tailored to local en-
vironments so that the needs of the community are met. Nevertheless it is
useful to consider how the US and South African environments may differ
and how this could impact on how foodbanks in these regions might differ,
as this will inevitably influence any OR studies undertaken. This was par-
ticularly vital in the present case as the representatives from GFN offering
expertise in foodbanking obtained their experience in the US.
The socio-economic structure in the US is one where food expenditure
is much higher per capita than in South Africa. The amount of waste (and
hence food for the foodbank) generated in the US per capita will therefore
be higher than in South Africa. Coupled with this is a larger proportion of
the population living in poverty in South Africa. As a result, South Africa
would have smaller amounts of "waste" to serve more people in need in com-
parison to the US. Foodbanks in the US have big warehouses stocked with
large amounts of food with "shopping" areas for NGOs to select which food
items they need. In South Africa, the number of hungry people will almost
certainly always out-weigh the available supply of food. A "shopping" set-
up for NGOs would therefore not work. There would also probably not be
a need for large warehouses as whatever food collies in could immediately
be used by someone.
In addition, the US is very market driven, which has resulted in a system
of trading (much in the same way as a stock market) between individual
foodbanks. For example, one foodbank may have excess apples and so put
these on the foodbank -market", while another may have excess bananas
and so these are also put on the "market". Different foodbanks can then
ascertain what is On the market while supply and demand can determine
-prices" (in this case it is not money traded but some other nominal form











not have the same online capabilities, therefore this trading system would














The Cape Town foodbank Forum (CTFBF) essentially became the client
for research, where research was aimed at helping to aid decision making for
FBCT. The research undertaken broadly fitted into 3 categories.
1. Problem structuring techniques (interviews and causal mapping) and
project management techniques (critical path management) were used
to aid the forum in establishing FBCT ((Chapter 3)).
2. One of the critical tasks identified in establishing a foodbank (from
the critical path analysis) was that of selecting a suitable warehouse,
however there was no clear indication as to what size would be re-
quired or where the facility should be located. Research was therefore
conducted into both of these issues (Chapters 4 and 5).
3. Finally, the specific problem of allocation was investigated (Chapter 6),
which deals with how FBCT decides which organizations to distribute
food to and what amount to each.
In the following sections these problems are discussed in more detail with
reference to relevant literature.
2.1 Aiding the Cape Town Foodbank Forum to
Establish FBCT
The background to the problem and description of it are first given, after











2.1.1 Problem Background and Description
The Cape Town forum (formed to ultimately establish a foodbank in Cape
Town) held monthly meetings from (January 2008 onwards and constituted
a wide range of stakeholders due to the early work done by GFN. The forum
consisted of a total of about 30 people. Actual attendance usually ranged
from 15 to 20, however the key role-players remained fairly constant through
2008. The forum could be divided into roughly four categories.
1. GFN representatives, who had many years of experience working with
foodbanks in the US. They were there to initially help guide the process
and offer expertise/help wherever necessary; however, in the long-term,
their goal was to act more in an advisory capacity and for local people
to drive/lead the process.
2. NGOs who were already doing foodbank type work (re-distributing food
to agencies). These NGOs included Feedback, The Robin Good Ini-
tiative and Lions.
3. Suppliers. One person, on behalf of a major retailer, was the only
supplier representation.
4. Agencies. There were a number of NGOs who were involved with
feeding programmes that would be able to make use of potential food.
As time progressed, the three NGOs who were seen to have previous ex-
perience with foodbanking related work seemed to carry a large amount of
weight/power within the group and seemed to be driving the process, as
well as doing most of the work. In fact these three organizations, along with
the GFN representatives, constituted the "Cape Town working committee".
This group was originally set up to discuss how these three organizations
could merge to form FBCT. However, at these meetings it became clear
that in order to do this, an understanding of how the foodbank would op-
erate was needed. Hence, the working committee pushed forward, tackling
issues around how the foodbank would be structured and the processes to
be followed.
Quite soon there were feelings of discontent expressed within the Cape
Town forum around the fact that the working committee was doing work
that was originally to be addressed by the forum. It was therefore decided
that the working committee would be terminated. At this point the forum
lacked structure and direction and, as a result of the disembodiment of the











were committed and willing to work toward establishing a foodbank in Cape
Town, however there was no guidance as to who should do what.
Consequently, the -problem" presented was in pulling everyone onto the
same page and in the same direction and providing a structure for the forum
with a clear indication of leadership; and from this for members to have a
clear idea of their roles and responsibilities. It would also be beneficial
for participants to have an increased understanding of what foodbanking is
about. An act ion plan was finally required in order to establish the foodbank
and provide an order of execution of tasks.
As OR is aimed at aiding decision-making an essential aspect of the re-
search was making sure that decision-makers would be responsive to it. It
was thus important to appreciate these "power dynamics" as essentially
there was no sole decision-maker, but rather a group (the regional forum)
who were collectively responsible for making decisions. In order to build
inter-personal relationships with key decision-makers and understand the
current set-up, all CTFBF and Cape Town working committee meetings
were attended, as well as numerous others being initiated. The current op-
erations of the NGOs doing foodbank type work were also studied (which
included spending a working day with a Feedback truck driver ) in order to
better understand current operations.
2.1.2 Relevant Literature
There are a variety of methods that can be used for problem structuring that
are of the "softer" nature. Some of these include soft systems methodology,
a dialectical approach, cognitive mapping, strategic choice, systems thinking
interactive planning.
Three case studies were reviewed, namely "Publish or Perish'? - A
Case Study" [Eden and Jones, 1980], "Perish the Thought!" [Eden, 1985] and
'Achieving 'Desirable and Feasible' Change: An application of Soft Systems
Nlethodology" [Checkland, 1985]. Each case study describes a consultancy
project aimed at aiding participants to tackle complex problems in the busi-
ness environment. The first two used cognitive mapping while the third case
study made use of Soft Systems Methodology. An example of the type of
problem encountered was the need to turn around an ailing journal ("Publish
or Perish'? A Case Study" [Eden and Jones, 1980]. These case studies were
seen to be relevant to the current problem with regard to helping partici-











therefore seen to be more important than the specific methods or problems
themselves. These basic principles are now outlined.
In each case study, all members of the team were involved in developing
visual maps and aids, which helped to better understand and structure the
problem. The role of the OR analyst in these methods is that of a facil-
itator of the process. The main benefit is a better understanding by all
participants. Differing views are shared and participants can learn from one
another. The processes involved are very much iterative and jumps can be
made to and from steps. Once the problem is well structured, proposing
courses of action and evaluating their suspected performance seems much
simpler and this can be carried out, after which an actual "action plan" can
be developed. On-going future evaluation of the same manner then results
in an adaptive system to a changing environment. By involving all members,
practical implementation is also made easier as there is a stronger sense of
ownership among participants.
2.2 Warehouse Selection
As previously stated a suitable warehouse needed to be selected. There were
three main options to choose from, and a number of possible alternatives
within them:
1. To lease an existing warehouse;
2. To buy an existing warehouse; and
3. To find a plot of land and build a warehouse.
Through forum meetings and input from experts in warehousing a num-
ber of criteria were determined for deciding which warehouse alternative
would be most suitable. These included financial cost, office space, safety
and security, size, location, facility condition, etc. It became evident that
there was no real sense of what would constitute a good/bad warehouse size
and location. GFN representatives recommended a warehouse of 25001112 —
50001112, though this was from experience in the US and therefore perhaps
not directly applicable to the South African context. As warehouse size
and location are fundamental to warehouse selection, the first part of this
research was to determine what an "optimal" warehouse size and location
would be and how available warehouses would compare with this. Due to











chapters (chapters 4 and chapters 5), while the details of each problem are
discussed separately in the subsequent sections.
In practice, a number of warehouses were evaluated while researching the
size and location issues. In particular, a 12001112 warehouse was found for
lease at the Philippi Fresh Produce Market, which was said by the experts
in warehousing to perform very well on all criteria, though it was uncertain
as to how it performed with regard to size and location. The second part of
this research was thus to determine its performance in these areas, which it
was found to perform very well in.
A potential research approach was envisioned for aiding the selection of
a warehouse whereby key decision-makers would be taken through a Multi
Criteria Decision Analysis (NICDA) process. However, as the Philippi ware-
house performed so well with respect to all criteria, particularly when com-
pared to the alternatives, it would probably have dominated the others.
There was therefore no need for an explicit MCDA process.
The decision was therefore made to lease the Philippi warehouse option,
although it then became evident that there was an option to lease half of the
space rather than the full space. Although the full space was recommended
for warehouse size, there were reasons (to be discussed later) for taking a
short-term lease on the 600m2 option rather than the 1200m2 option. This
resulted in a decision between two alternatives which formed the final part
of the research on warehouse selection (which is covered in the chapter on
warehouse size, as it is more pertinent to that study).
2.3 Warehouse Size
Very simply, the foodbank required a sense of what size warehouse would
be adequate to handle inflows, particularly in the short-term (roughly 1 to
2 years), though also in the medium- and long-term (past 2 years). As it
was planned that FBCT would start by merging Lions, Robin Good and
Feedback (termed the -merging organizations"), the current inflows of these
three organizations would form the inflows for FBCT's opening, though in
addition there is expected to be significant early growth. Inherent in the
warehouse size problem is an investigation into inflows, outflows and flow
of product through the warehouse. By studying these areas a number of
secondary objectives resulted:
• To calculate the required cold and frozen storage space;












• To determine policies for the management of dispatches.
It was envisioned that a simulation model would be created to capture
the unique characteristics of the foodbank setting and to therefore model re-
quired warehouse size. Essential to this would be an understanding of stock
rotation, which is inherent in inventory management. The most typical clas-
sification of inventory management problem is now discussed along with the
available OR methods. It is then argued that these methods do not fit well
within the foodbank problem setting. A more general approach to inven-
tory management is therefore briefly reviewed and the relevant information
to foodbanking is selected.
2.3.1 Traditional Literature on Inventory Management
The majority of literature and mathematical models for inventory manage-
ment are focused on an industry context of businesses maximizing profit.
Lee and Nahmias [1993] state that "Most mathematical inventory models
are designed to address two fundamental issues: when should a replenish-
ment order be placed, and how much should the order quantity be." (p. 3).
This is within a typical problem setting of a business ordering raw materials,
using these in production and delivering them to meet customer demand.
A number of models are based on this type of problem amid variations occur
depending upon the assumptions made and the level of complexity included.
Demand is seen to be the major stochastic contributor to the problem and
this can be included in the model with the additional "cost" of extra com-
plexity. The foodbank setting contrasts quite strongly to the typical inven-
tory management methodology in a number of areas:
1. Stochastic supply and constant demand. Whereas classical inventory
problems assume deterministic supply and stochastic demand, this will
be the opposite for the foodbank. Interestingly, for foodbanks in the
US, demand may still be a stochastic contributor, though still to a
far lesser extent than supply. This is due to the different environment
compared to South Africa. In the US, food surpluses are larger and
agencies are fewer, allowing greater freedom of choice in product for
agencies. In South Africa, agencies have generally said that stability
in food volumes is preferred over larger volumes with fluctuations.











2. Decision variables. Because of the different demand and supply struc-
tures, the decision variables will inevitably change. Where for classical
inventory management the decisions are on order quantity and time,
the decision variables for the foodbank are on how much food to give
out and when. Therefore, even though stochastic supply could be in-
cluded in the model as an extra complexity, the change in decision
variable fundamentally changes the structure of the problem.
3. Costs. Inventory management cost is a critical part of classical inven-
tory management. Economies of scale when buying in bulk is one of
the main motivating factors for holding large inventories. Balancing
this out are holding costs (warehouse space, taxes, insurance, etc.),
which increase according to the amount of inventory held. In compar-
ison, there is generally less of an emphasis on purchasing costs for the
foodbank as food is donated. In addition, for the foodbank, costs are
measured against social outcomes, such as helping the poor, rather
than against profits.
As a result of this -misfit" in problem structure, the typical OR techniques
for inventory management seem to not be applicable. Journal articles were
scanned for similar problems to that of foodbanking but nothing relevant was
found. Compounding this was the fact that "Most of the literature implicitly
ignores the possibility of obsolescence or deterioration of stock" [Silver, 1981]
(p. 633), which is integral to the foodbank set-up. In the few cases where
literature is available for this, the focus is still on order quantities and times.
Unfortunately hard OR techniques tend to be fairly rigid and inflexible to
changes in problem structure, which meant that it would not have been
realistic to attempt to adapt the available techniques to the foodbanking
system. Nevertheless, some of the more general inventory literature and
policies were reviewed for insight, and where applicable to the foodbank,
this is stated in the next sub-section.
2.3.2 General Inventory Management
Vogt et al. [2005] and Grant et al. [2006] list a number of ways in which
inventory management can be improved. Two of the most applicable areas
to the foodbank are the reasons for holding inventory and forecasting, which











Reasons for holding inventory
The main reason for the foodbank holding inventory is to protect it against
future uncertainty. This can be termed "safety stock", which acts as a buffer
between supply and demand. The foodbank could simply deliver each day
what it received, but this would create unstable and unpredictable supplies
for agencies. The main reason for the foodbank to hold inventory is therefore
to smooth out variability, so that more reliable, constant supplies of food
can be given to agencies. According to Wild [2002], "The amount of safety
stock held in an organization depends upon three main factors:
1. The variability of demand;
2. The reliability of supply; and
3. The dependability of transport" (p. 96)
For the foodbank's purposes, attention should be focused on the variability
of supply (e.g. day-to-day variation, seasonal variation of particular food
types, etc.). Incorporating demand variability in traditional examples, one
would fit a Normal distribution to demand and set a safety stock accord-
ing to the standard deviation and level of service required. For example, a
service level of 95% (so that stock-outs would occur 5% of the time) would
correspond to a safety stock of 1.64 multiplied by the standard deviation
of demand. Application to the foodbank, however, would be different as
traditional examples would have variable orders (supply) to meet variable
demand, where the safety stock acts as a buffer. For the foodbank, one can-
not vary demand to meet varying supply as demand is constant. Even the
safety stock cannot be ordered but, in effect, must be created by hampering
outflows (which in turn affects demand satisfaction). The foodbank system
therefore appears more complex and intertwined than inventory manage-
ment systems as inflows (supply) and outflows (demand) cannot be as easily
separated by a safety buffer.
Forecasting
Demand forecasting is a critical part of inventory management for typical
business, though for the foodbank supply forecasting could be critical. Types
of forecasting that could prove useful to the foodbank include qualitative
(subjective judgement), time series and causal methods (finding a cause-
effect relationship). Time series methods were predominantly tested in this











[2002] lists a number of reasons for forecasting demand inaccuracy. Those
that apply to forecasting supply are listed below with their application to
this dissertation.
1. Inaccurate data or a shortage of data. This was a large problem for
the foodbank as data was only available from one of the three merging
organizations.
2. Sometimes sales statistics are reported instead of demand, and the two
do not always correspond (e.g. if items are out of stock). Applying this
to supply for the foodbank, caution was used in using volumes given.
It could be that "waste" from an organization is picked up once a
week, which contains all the waste for the last seven days. Thus, a
spike occurs once a week, when in actual fact there may he constant
waste from day to day.
3. Sometimes special events are included in forecasting data, which can
cause demand to spike that is not due to true demand variation. There
also may be "constant customers" who order in every time-period.
These cases should all be removed from the data and catered for sepa-
rately when managing inventory. Variation will be much higher if these
are taken into account, whereas in practice they can be anticipated and
the -true variation" is much lower. This was not encountered in this
dissertation, though could apply to potential future food donors that
commit to giving a certain amount of food per time period.
2.4 Warehouse Location
The warehouse location problem is concerned with finding the location of
the warehouse that minimizes transportation costs incurred by FBCT. In
addition, there should be an indication of the magnitude of these costs and
how they differ from one location to the next so that the difference in "value"
between locations can be assessed, particularly with regard to the Philippi
option. It was important to assess both current transportation costs as well
as predicted future costs in order to minimize total costs over the long run
(even if the warehouse was leased short-term it would be very costly to later
move to a better location, therefore the location is viewed as fixed over the
long-term).
The actual day-to-day transportation operations are quite complex, thus
for the purposes of warehouse location it was simply assumed that a list of











are delivered to once per week, exist. Again, due to the research undertaken,
a number of related areas were explored and as a result secondary objectives
arose.
• The required number of trucks and drivers was explored as well as the
size that the trucks should be.
• The number of deliveries per week to agencies can vary. The impact
of this variation on overall cost was assessed.
• A pick-up radius was suggested whereby agencies within a certain ra-
dius of the foodbank would need to pick up food from the foodbank
and the remainder would have the food delivered. The cost implication
of this on the foodbank and agencies was explored.
• It was assumed that there would only be one central warehouse. Al-
though a multi-warehouse set-up is possible, it would almost certainly
be inefficient to spread the management function over geographical
locations. A suggestion was however put forward to use depots for
delivery. Essentially the foodbank would deliver food to depots, which
would act as drop-off points. Agencies close to the depot would then
collect food from a delegated nearby depot. This option was compared
with delivering straight to agencies in order to determine which would
be better.
• A basic routing algorithm was coded and used with the vision that
this could later be extended for the actual daily routing of trucks.
A simulation approach was decided upon that would estimate total trans-
portation cost for different warehouse locations. A simple and useful case
study was then reviewed from Whiteman [19644 whose methodology is very
similar to the one that was employed in tackling this problem, and shall be
discussed in the next sub-section. In addition, literature was reviewed on
vehicle routing in order to incorporate this into the simulation model. Al-
though a routing algorithm was not completely necessary for the warehouse
location problem, it was seen to increase accuracy and, more importantly,
it could later be extended to assist with actual routing for the foodbank.
2.4.1 Liquor Distribution Case Study (Whiteman [1964a])
The case study involved a wholesale liquor distributor that wanted to build











options were considered and the objective was to minimize overall cost.
Costs applicable and dependent on the selection of warehouse sites were
broken down into three categories: distribution costs, real estate costs and
the increased processing costs incurred through using multiple warehouses
over a single warehouse. In this study, distribution costs were found to be
substantially larger than the other two costs. The following procedure was
used to calculate the distribution cost of any given warehouse location:
1. Geographical centres of sales districts were estimated as well as the
aerial distances between them;
2. A sample of road distances between points was calculated and com-
pared with aerial distances in order to determine a scaling factor (found
to be 1.3 in this case);
3. The number of truck trips required to each sales district was calculated
by converting the annual sales for the district to cases of liquor and
dividing it by the average truck capacity;
4. The cost of servicing a district was then the product of the number of
trips per year, the length of trip and the average mileage cost of truck
operation;
5. The total distribution cost was then the summation of servicing all
regions except the one that contained the warehouse.
Using the above methodology a contour plot for distribution cost could
be calculated as per the coordinates of the warehouse. A prediction for sales
was also generated for 1970 (9 years later) and this was used to generate a
second contour plot. The two contour plots (using present and expected fu-
ture sales) were compared to assess the sensitivity of the warehouse location
to future changes in sales.
In finding the optimal location for a single warehouse, an area of low-
est distribution cost was found. Within this area, other aspects were then
taken into consideration, such as real estate cost, zoning, etc. A number of
possible options were put forward, from which the lowest overall cost could
be calculated. In finding the optimal locations for the two-warehouse sce-
nario, the sales districts were first split into two regions, each of which would
be serviced by one of the warehouses. Each region could then be treated
as for the single warehouse case with the addition of processing costs for
having a two-warehouse set-up. Again, a number of possible options were











two-warehouse scenarios, each with a total cost. The choice then simply
came down to selecting the option with lowest overall cost. Interestingly, a
two-warehouse option seemed best (though largely through projected sales
and thus future costs), where the second warehouse would act as a satel-
lite of the main warehouse. However, the single warehouse option had its
warehouse placed in a similar location to that of the main warehouse of the
two-warehouse option. Thus, a phased approach was implemented, whereby
the main warehouse was first built, after which sales for the subsequent few
years could be measured and a decision on the possible satellite warehouse
could be made.
2.4.2 Routing Algorithm
A routing algorithm was required to estimate logistical costs for a given
warehouse location. In addition, the algorithm could later be extended
outside the scope of this dissertation for actual routing. The goals of using
a specific routing algorithm are first put forward. Broad literature on routing
algorithms is then discussed and a specific algorithm selected, namely the
Clarke and \Airight algorithm. A description of this algorithm is then given,
which was taken from Fisher [1995], Battarra et al. [2007], Clark [1985] and
Larson and Odoni [1981].
Aims in finding a specific routing heuristic
The important characteristics to consider when selecting an algorithm were:
1. For it to be simple. For the purposes of developing a warehouse lo-
cation model, it would not make sense to spend excessive amounts of
time on a vehicle routing algorithm.
2. Forit to be quick.flouting algorithms can be computationally time
expensive. A contour plot was envisioned whereby the cost of a range
of different possible warehouse locations would need to be calculated
in order to generate a three-dimensional graph of cost. In addition,
proper sensitivity analysis would require running the model a large
number of times over different scenarios. There would effectively be
two routing algorithms to solve for each realization of the model (one
for suppliers and one for agencies, each with a customer size of about
40), along with a number of other calculations to be made.











extended to incorporate additional complexities to form the basis of a,
vehicle routing model at a later stage.
Literature on Routing
There is a substantial amount of literature on vehicle routing. One of
the most popular and basic problem classifications is as follows: A num-
ber of customers need to be supplied by a central depot. These customers
are supplied by a homogeneous fleet of vehicles (their capacity and fuel
cost are equal ) and the demand at each customer may vary. Let node set
AT = 0, 1„ where node O denotes the warehouse and nodes 1 to itdenote
customers 1 to n. Cost matrix c is then defined such that cu is the cost
of travel between nodes i and j. Cost matrix c is assumed known. The
customers are served by a number of "truck-trips" which start and end at
the depot and supply a number of customers on route. The objective is to
minimize the cost involved in supplying all the customers.
This problem has been extended to take into account many other com-
plexities (e.g. time constraints, stochastic elements, multiple depots, hetero-
geneous fleet of vehicles, etc.). Heuristics are generally used to solve these
problems as the computational time involved for obtaining exact answers
through optimization grows non-linearly with problem size. Three "genera-
tions" of vehicle routing research exist, as described by Fisher [1995]. These
are:
1. Simple heuristics;
2. Mathematical based heuristics; and
3. Optimization algorithms and heuristic approaches based on recent re-
sults in artificial intelligence.
It was decided to use a simple heuristic as a result of its computational
speed and simplicity (where simplicity is defined as the time required to
programme the heuristic). Within simple heuristics, there exist three types
[Fisher, 1995]:
1. Route building heuristics;












Fisher [1995] lists a number of methods under these types of simple
heuristics (p. 9), along with their performance and computational time
(performance is defined as the minimum value for cost attained using the
method). From these algorithms the Clarke and Wright method was chosen,
which is the most well-known route building heuristic [Fisher, 1995]. It is
simple and computationally very fast in comparison to the other algorithms.
It is also very adaptable. The Clarke and Wright method has been modified
to form other more complex algorithms, which either take into account extra
complexities not considered in this application, or simply improve speed or
performance [Fisher, 1995][Battarra et al., 2007]. The only downside is
that it is the weakest method with regard to performance, however as the
algorithm will only be used for the purposes of warehouse location this was
not seen as a problem.
Description of the Clarke and Wright Routing Heuristic
The same set-up as that put forward in Section 2.4.2 is assumed (i.e. ware-
house is node 0, customers are indexed by nodes 1 to 11, cost matrix c, etc.).
The Clarke and Wright algorithm then works as follows:
1. Start with each customer being supplied by a separate vehicle. This
will result inn. trucks, each with its own route from the warehouse to
a specific customer and back. By combining any two of these routes,
one less vehicle is required and costs are reduced (as less distance is
travelled). The cost for supplying customers i and j with two separate
trucks is co, + c,0 co.) + cio, whereas the cost of supplying them
using one vehicle and one route is coi + cij + cio. Therefore, the saving
achieved by combining the two nodes into a single trip is the difference
between the two: so = c,0 co.) — co.
2. Calculate all so and rank them in descending order.
3. Starting with the highest so and, working down, merge the routes of
customers i and j into a single route as long as the merge is feasible.
A merge between customers i and j is feasible as long as the following
three conditions are satisfied:
(a) The capacity of the vehicle is not exceeded.
(b) Neither i nor j can be internal in an already existing route. Cus-
tomer i is internal if other customers are visited before and after











customers 3 and 7 is proposed. Assume also that at the time of
the proposed merge, custmners 3 and 7 are involved in the fol-
lowing two routes respectively: {0, 3, 0} (which denotes a truck
starting at the warehouse, travelling to customer 3, then back to
the warehouse) and {0, 1, 7, 2, 01. There are no customers visited
before or after customer 3 (only the warehouse), thus customer 3
is not interior, whereas customer 7 is visited by customer 1 before
and customer 2 after, and is thus interior. The merge is therefore
infeasible.
(c) Customers i and j cannot be part of the same route. An example
of this would be in trying to merge nodes 10 and 15 but with the
following route already existing: {0, 2, 10, 5, 15, 0}. The reason
this is infeasible is that if the merger did occur, a route would be
created that does not start or finish at the warehouse.
4. The final set of routes will result after all the sij have been cycled
through.
2.5 Food Allocation
As a starting point, it is assumed that there is a set of agencies that have
applied for food support from the foodbank (as a policy the foodbank does
not give to individuals). These agencies have certain food needs and the
foodbank possesses a certain amount of food, both measured by weight.
The foodbank must then select which agencies receive food and the quantity
they receive each week. This section of the dissertation is concerned with
developing a model that will aid in making these decisions.
The Equity model [Phillips and Bana e Costa, 2005] is often used in
determining the optimal allocation of resources. The general idea for typical
examples is fairly straightforward and will be explained using an investment
portfolio context:
A range of possible investments is available. A Multi-Criteria Deci-
sion Making process is then undertaken to weight and score investments
according to their associated costs and benefits, with adjustments for risk
if necessary. Investments are then ranked from most efficient to least effi-
cient according to the benefit-cost ratio. Cumulative costs are then plotted
against cumulative benefits in order of the most efficient investment to the











The foodbank example is, however, more complex and the problem slightly
different. It is more complex in that there are two set of alternatives: where
the investment example only has investments to consider, the foodbank has
agencies and regions to consider. FBCT aims to distribute food to areas
in proportion to the level of poverty in each area, where region needs are
satisfied indirectly by supplying agencies which supply to these regions (see
Chapter 6 for more detail). In addition, as more resources are given to an
agency or region (i.e. investment) the marginal benefit alters and is non-
linear (again, see Chapter 6 for more detail). In contrast, the marginal











certain upper limit (in some cases, the option to invest is binary, though
this can simply be seen as a special case of a linear relationship).
The problem also differs in the actual decision to be made. For the
Equity model, an efficient frontier is generated and the decision maker must
decide how much funding to use by looking at the associated overall benefit.
In comparison, for the foodbank, the amount of food to be distributed will
be dictated by how much is available therefore there will not need to be
a decision on how much food to give. The problem for the foodbank is
rather on determining the allocation that maximizes overall benefit, taking
into account the agency and region needs as well as the altering marginal
returns.
Due to the extra complexity and different problem structure, the tradi-
tional Equity model approach could not be fully utilized. MCDA was still
used for weighting "benefits", which in this case were the components of
the agency score (see Chapter 6). "Costs" in this case would be food vol-
ume and therefore one-dimensional, though a new approach was used for
incorporating this into a model that would determine food allocation.
Due to the extra complexity and different problem structure, the tradi-
tional Equity model approach could not be fully utilized. MCDA was still
used for weighting -costs" and -benefits", which in this case were food vol-
ume (one-dimensional) and the components of the agency score (see Chapter
6) respectively. However, a new approach was used for incorporating this













Aiding the Cape Town
FoodBank Forum to
Establish FBCT
This research did not follow a rigid methodology as outcomes of the early
stages of research impacted on the methodology of subsequent stages of re-
search. The first section of this chapter (3.1) therefore describes the method-
ology used while at the same time giving an overview of the research. Results
from aspects of the research are noted as they are relevant to the method-
ologies of subsequent stages of research. The details of each component of
the research are then given in the remaining sections (3.2 to 3.6). These
components are:
• Stakeholder analysis and root definition formulation;
• Causal loop diagram analysis;
• Interviews with forum members;
• A workshop with the forum; and
• Project management.
3.1 Methodology and Overview of Research
The main problems identified were a lack of structure, understanding and
direction within the forum (see Section 2.1). There was no leadership struc-











the -softer" OR techniques were regarded as being ideal in order to bring
people together onto the same page, to give a structured approach and
to provide an action plan for moving forward. These included Soft Systems
Methodology (SSM), Strategic Options Development and Analysis (SODA),
which utilizes cognitive mapping as a modelling tool, Systems Dynamics and
Systems Intelligence (SI) (though SI is more of an outlook than an actual
methodology). No one methodology was implemented from beginning to
finish. Rather, elements that were seen as being most beneficial were used
from each of the above-mentioned methodologies.
The list below gives an overview of the research covered and will be
discussed in more detail in the ensuing subsections:
I. Problem exploration and definition;
2. A workshop for the forum; and
3. Project management for long-term implementation.
3.1.1 Problem Exploration and Definition
Exploration Of the problem included four elements.
I. The various stakeholders were listed along with what they expected
to achieve from the foodbank (this is akin to exploring and expressing
the problem situation in SSM). In addition, an overall root definition
was formulated for the foodbank (akin to the root definition in SS.M).
2. A causal loop diagram was drawn of the foodbank. This was akin
to systems dynamics or SI. It is also similar to cognitive mapping in
SODA, though different in that each person did not develop their own
cognitive map.
3. Interviews were held with the major stakeholders represented in the
forum (This is akin to SODA or SSNI, where interviews are conducted
before the workshop to increase understanding and, in the case of
SODA, develop individual cognitive maps).
4. In preparation for developing a Gantt chart, a preliminary list of tasks
for the foodbank to become operational was constructed. This list was
drawn up using a manual from Second Harvest', various meetings and
discussions with members of the forum and personal brainstorming.
I Second Harvest is the name for the national foodbank network in the US. This manual











After the problem exploration and definition it became dearer that the
current problem setting differed slightly in comparison to what is usually
dealt with by the softer OR methodologies. Typically, there would be a
specific complex social problem within an organization or group of people
that needs to be addressed. By constructing a systems model around this
issue, the problem can be addressed holistically and from different people's
perspectives. From this, actual root causes can be uncovered and courses
for action then usually become self-evident. In comparison, the problem
here was quite simple: the forum needed structure and direction as well as
an increased understanding of foodbanking. Time constraints prevented an
in-depth analysis of the problem - the forum only net once a month and it
was therefore felt that at the following meeting a solution was required so
that progress could be made. Two hours was allocated at the next forum
meeting for a workshop in order to address this issue.
3.1.2 Workshop for the Forum
During the interviews, suggestions were made that the forum could split into
different working groups which would focus on different aspects of the food-
bank (e.g. logistics; supplier communications; etc.). Each working group
would have a co-chair, and the co-chairs together would form a small execu-
tive group which would lead the forum. This group would then have the re-
sponsibility of meeting on a more regular basis to advance decision-making,
though each co-chair's working group would be available to be delegated
tasks. With regard to important decisions for FBCT, the smaller executive
group could make recommendations though these would need to be referred
to the larger group for approval. This ensures that everyone has a clear
understanding of the structure of the forum, its leadership and how they
can contribute. Since everyone is involved in the work and decision-making
process, an inclusive process is achieved while work can be completed in an
efficient manner through the delegation of roles and responsibilities.
As a positive response had been received from the key role-players in the
forum with regard to this structural change, it was put before the full forum
for feedback. The suggestion was well received. The process undertaken
during the workshop was therefore, in essence, aimed at facilitating this
change in a way that all participants felt involved and that they understood











3.2 Listing the Stakeholders and Developing a Root
Definition
A list of stakeholders in the CTFBF is given in Section 2.1, however a
more detailed version is given below, including stakeholders not represented
in the forum, with emphasis on what these various stakeholders hope to
achieve from the foodbank. This was developed through many meetings and
discussions with various individuals in the CTFBF and helped in defining the
goals of the foodbank as well as uncovering potential "political" areas both
within and outside the forum. It is also seen as important because emphasis
is placed by GFN on the foodbank being a community asset; consequently,
all facets of the community need to be involved and their personal goals for
the foodbank need to be expressed. Below are the stakeholders and their
goals.
• Suppliers: They want a foodbank they can trust to contribute to feed-
ing the poor in an efficient and effective manner. 'They would also like
good publicity/PR from the process.
• The merging organisations : They want to see the needs of the poor met
and to contribute their expertise to this end. They also have concerns
about their current organizations and whether the new set-up will be
better for them.
• NG0s: They would mostly like a consistent, reliable volume of food
over time, though the more food the better. They would also like to
be able to have strong lines of communication with the foodbank to
express their needs and concerns.
• FBC7 staff: They would like to be happy in their work, to be treated
well and to serve the community.
• Public: They -would like to see the foodbank make a real difference to
people's lives and for it to be handled efficiently and ethically. They
would also like to see the root causes of poverty dealt with.
• Underprivileged people: They would like daily nutritious meals. They
would also like to feel empowered to be successful and to not simply
be handed food in a degrading manner.
• Government: They would like a well-functioning foodbank to reduce











A tentative root definition was then proposed a S fOHOWS:
"A foodbank is a community asset that is trustworthy, well-run and
complies with health and safety procedures. It assists suppliers in removing
unwanted stock and provides NGOs with a reliable source of food that will
help enable them to uplift and empower the community in a respectful
manner."
Although this exercise was done without the forum members, it did shed
useful light on the CTFBF and its stakeholders. A similar exercise was done
in the workshop from scratch for the benefit of the individuals in the forum,
though this exercise also helped in pre-empting answers from them.
3.3 Causal Mapping
A causal map of the foodbank was developed in order to better understand
the system in which it operates and the factors that would contribute to its
success or failure. The full model is given in Figure 3.6 in the appendix of
this chapter, however a concise version is explained here, which highlights
the more important aspects of the model (through discussions with CTFBF
members the importance of different variables was gauged, which is not
depicted in the causal map). With the directional arrows in the diagrams,
positive relationships are implicitly assumed unless a (-) sign is used, which
indicates a negative relationship. The central functions of the foodbank are
given in bold writing in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Simple causal map of the foodbank
In the case of FBCT, food will go to NGOs only and not directly to
the end consumer, therefore "Delivered food" refers to food delivered to
NG0s. The explanation of the concise model is now given, which is split
into two parts. The first part starts with only a few of the variables and
focuses predominantly on the flow of food through the system. 'The second
part builds upon this mostly by incorporating the financial aspects missed
out in the first part. Of particular importance will be the re-enforcing and











3.3.1 Explanation of Model: Part 1
The core of the model is given in Figure 3.2. There is one re-enforcing
loop and one balancing loop, as well as the logistical infrastructure which
influences the system. These loops and the logistical infrastructure will now
be explained.
Loop: Satisfying NGOs
"Food and financial donations" indicates both the number of food donors
as well as the size of their donations. Clearly, as donations increase more
food enters the foodbank ("Food in FBCT"). Similarly, as more food enters
the foodbank the "rate of delivering food" increases, which in turn increases
the actual amount of food donated. Naturally, as more food is donated
to NGOs their satisfaction increases ("Satisfaction of NGOs"), which in
turn will generate good will about the foodbank, which will cause its public
"image" to improve. Finally, an increased public image will result in an
increase in the "rate of obtaining food and financial donations'. , which in
turn will result in more "food and financial donations" .
Loop: Saturation of food market
As the system presented stands, there is nothing holding the foodbank back











limit to the amount of "waste" in the food system. Clearly the number of
food donors and the amount of food that can be obtained per food donor
cannot increase indefinitely. Hence, in the model, as "food and financial
donations" increase, so does the market for "waste food" become more sat-
urated (-Food market saturation"). This in turn will cause a decrease in
the rate at which donors are found ("Hate of obtaining food and financial
donations"). This is the main balancing loop in the system which prevents
the foodbank from growing indefinitely.
Logistical infrastructure
"Logistical infrastructure" refers to warehouse size, the number and size of
trucks (including those of suppliers and NGOs that may occasionally be
used), cold chain infrastruct ure, the efficient use of t hese resources, etc. As
the trucking capacity of the foodbank increases, so does the "rate of obtain-
ing donations". In addition, increases in the cold chain infrastructure of the
foodbank will increase this rate if the foodbank is not able to ensure the
correct quality and cold chain standards, food that requires these processes
will not be donated by suppliers. Therefore, conversely, by having this in-
frastructure more food is able to be obtained. Similarly, as the "logistical
infrastructure" of the foodbank increases, the rate at which food is donated
to NGOs will increase ("Rate of donating food"). Note again that this would
include the logistical infrastructure of agencies when they collect from the
foodbank. Also, as the "logistical infrastructure" of the foodbank increases
the public will be able to observe a more efficient and higher standard of
operation, which in turn will increase the foodbank's -image".
3.3.2 Explanation of Model: Part 2
So far only food has been spoken about in the system. Figure 3.3 shows
an extended view of the model, which incorporates financial aspects as well
as a few other variables. The new variables (added to Figure 3.2) are now
explained below.
• Importantly "funding" is now added, which refers to the amount of
funds available for t he foodbank. Naturally as "food and financial
donations" increase the amount of "funding" will also increase. An
increase in funds will increase a number of other areas. These are
listed below.
1. The amount of "food bought" , which in turn increases the amount











2. The "logistical infrastructure" .
3. The "overall management" of the foodbank. This essentially
refers to managing the foodbank in its entirety as well as ele-
ments of it that are omitted from the model (e.g. financial man-
agement). It is assumed that as more funding becomes available
for management this will improve, resulting in an enhanced -im-
age".
4. -N1arketing" , which clearly improves "image".
5. "Accountability, record keeping, performance measures, etc."
which was seen as important as donors wish to be ensured that
their food is handled properly (quality control) and ends up in
the right place (i.e. not sold on a secondary market), thus these
measures are able to provide some peace of mind.
6. "Donor relations" . Funding is required to hire staff who can
spend time sourcing food and raising funds. This in turn increases
the number and size of donations.
Importantly, though these areas are increased by funding, the result
will be an overall increase in the amount of financial and food dona-
tions. Note also that items (3) to (5) are influenced by other exogenous
variables, such as personnel, though these are not displayed on the di-
agram.
• "BBBEE regulations". BBBEE regulations encourage corporate so-
cial investment (CSI). This "investment" includes food and money to
NGOs such as the foodbank, therefore these regulations will impact
the rate of donations to the foodbank.
• "Competition". FBCT will not be the only organization asking donors
for financial and food donations. Essentially FBCT wishes to be the
-middle man" between food donors and NGOs that have feeding pro-
grammes. However this does not stop other NGOs going directly to
food suppliers with requests for food.
• -Economy" . As the economy worsens suppliers will generally try to
save money by reducing their waste levels (this is evident in the current
economic climate), hence recession in the economy will result in a
decrease in the rate of donations.
• -NGO transport" . Food will not only be delivered to NG0s. Part











foodbank. Although this will increase the "logistical infrastructure"
of the foodbank it will also decrease the level of -satisfaction of NGOs" .
The same scenario will not play a major role on the supplier side and
is therefore omitted.
All of the areas -funding" impacts on result in re-enforcing loops. Impor-
tantly, however, it is implicitly assumed that financial donations are re-
stricted by the amount of food donations, as applications for funding are
only substantiated by the promise of it resulting in more food for the sys-
tem. This prevents the absurdity of the foodbank being able to place all
their efforts into fund raising and then simply allowing these re-enforcing
loops to grow exponentially. This extra complexity could be captured in the
model, however as the model is only being used now as a visual guide it was





















Interviews were conducted to better understand the different perceptions
that the forum members had on the foodbank and the actual problem, as well
as to uncover any issues in preparation for the workshop. In addition, a few
of the interviewees were shown a rough draft of the systems model in order
to get feedback and to expose them to systems thinking before the workshop.
Seven members were interviewed. These members included all stakeholder
groups according to Section 2.1 except for GFN representatives as they were
seen as outside assistance for the group. In any case, communication with
them was ongoing and a good sense of their thoughts and concerns was thus
had. The interview questions are given in the appendix of this chapter. The
following were some of the key issues which emerged:
• The roles and objectives of the regional and national forums were
unclear;
• The leadership and structure of the forum was unclear;
• People were confused as to what foodbanking was all about and as a
result were eager to contribute though not sure how;
• There was clearly a great deal of work to be done that could not be
covered in a forum that meets once a month;
• The idea of splitting up into working groups had been proposed and
was popular amongst the interviewees;
• Along the same lines, a suggestion was put forward of a small team
being created that could meet regularly and push hard to implement
actions, and for the larger group to then act as a reference for them
and to meet less regularly;
• The foodbank needs to be a community based and community owned
programme;
• There were personal and organizational interests which could clash
with the goals of the foodbank; and
• There was fear that the process would be delayed and that there would
be unmet expectations.
As expected, some of the main concerns were a lack of clarity around











one and who the current leadership of the forum is. However, the general
mood was positive and people were eager to contribute.
3.5 Workshop
The goals for the workshop were as follows:
1. To enhance the understanding of the foodbanking system and how the
various stakeholders fit into this system;
2. To have a sense of the work required to establish a foodbank and how
this fits into the foodbanking system;
3. To build working groups around different areas of work, each with a
co-chair and for the group of co-chairs to form the leadership structure;
and
4. For the forum to be satisfied and clear on the structural changes,
leadership and the way forward.
An overview of the workshop is now given in the following subsections.
3.5.1 Introduction
The workshop started with a brief description of foodbanking by one of the
GFN representatives. This was followed by a short overview of the work that
had been undertaken to date, which included a summary of the key results
from the interviews. The goals for the workshop were then given so that
the participants could have a clear view of where they were heading, and
finally, an outline for the workshop was presented. During the introduction
the suggested structural change was put forward and was well received.
Figure 3.4 shows the physical set-up for the workshop. Chairs and tables
were arranged in a semi-circle formation toward the main wall, on which
information could be displayed.
3.5.2 Listing Stakeholders and their Goals for FBCT
Participants were asked to draw up a list of stakeholder groups along with
what these groups would hope to achieve from the foodbank. This was
simply done by writing suggestions from the group on large sheets of white











sense of what the goals for the foodbank are and what the various groups of
stakeholders are, along with potential clashes of interest.
3.5.3 Drawing up a systems model with tasks
These sheets of paper were then moved to a different wall for later reflection if
required. Using the then vacant wall a very basic systems model was put up
of how food moves from "suppliers" to "FBCT" to "beneficiary NGOs" (i.e.
agencies) to "end-users" . Each of these four items were written on a separate
post-it and spread in the noted order across the wall. Participants were then
asked, with the aid of the information from Section 3.5.2, to identify tasks
that would be required to set up FBCT and keep it running. For this, each
individual was given a number of post-its to write on. They were asked to
write one task or idea per post-it and to place the post-its roughly where they
related to the foodbank system (using the existing structure displayed on the
wall). As more and more post-its were stuck on the wall, it became evident
that there were a number of similar tasks/ideas emerging. Participants were
then also asked to group similar concepts together. This process resulted in











with all of the necessary tasks required to make it happen.
3.5.4 Using the Tasks to Form Working Groups and Co-
Chairs
Once similar tasks had been grouped together, the group was asked to ar-
range related tasks together into themes. These themes, with their tasks,
would then form the basis for the work to be covered by different working
groups. At this stage the themes were self-evident to everyone involved and
were as follows:
• Warehousing and operations, which covered all issues relating to the
logistical operations of the foodbank;
• Food sourcing, which focused on sourcing food and investigating con-
cerns that suppliers had, as well as their expectations with regard to
quality control;
• Management, which was concerned with issues such as organizational
structure, legal processes, marketing, LIR, etc.; and
• Community liaison, which dealt with aspects such as the allocation of
food, agency relations, rural development, etc.
Participants were then asked, provided they could commit to the time
required, to write their name on a post-it and stick it on the theme where
they would most like to work and/or where they could contribute most.
This formed the basis for forming the working groups and ended up being
fairly straightforward, although one or two names were moved to balance the
groups. Importantly, no-one was allocated the "food sourcing" group. This
was probably an indication of the lack of supply side representation in the
forum (the expertise of the individual who represented one of the suppliers
related primarily to logistics). It was decided to leave this group vacant for
the time being as it was already planned that consultants would later assist
in this area.
Once these groups had been formed, each group was asked to select a
co-chair. The role of each co-chair was clearly defined: to provide overall
leadership for the forum and for their respective working group, and to
ensure that all the necessary work in their working group would be completed
on time. The selection of co-chairs was also very straightforward through the
natural leadership (not at all implied in a negative sense) already existing












Once these working groups had been formed with their co-chairs, meetings
were scheduled for t he different working groups and for the group of co-
chairs. The full forum would then only meet once every two months as time
would now be spent in the individual working groups.
3.6 Project Management
In order to progress with the establishment of the foodbank, all the tasks
required for this had to be identified. Recall that an initial list of tasks
was drawn up during the -problem exploration and definition" phase of
research (see Section 3.1.1). Also, a list of tasks was developed while defining
working groups in the workshop. A lot of time was then spent with the co-
chairs to develop a more comprehensive list of tasks with interdependencies
and associated expected times (in weeks). These tasks were categorized
according to the working groups.
Tasks required from an academic point of view (i.e. for the purpose of this
dissertation) were grouped in a separate category, while the category "other"
was added for when expertise would need to be outsourced. Outsourced
tasks would not strain the human resources of the CTFBF but rather the
financial resources, though often pro bono work could be found. The various
working groups were seen as the human resources for the project and the
number of tasks being worked on by each working group per week were then
tracked. There were also "ongoing tasks" (such as communication with
government) in each working group that were considered to not occupy
resources as there would be minimal amounts of work occurring at irregular
intervals.
Open Workbench2 was used to construct Gantt charts with critical paths
with the start date set at 9 June 2008 (roughly four weeks after the work-
shop). Software problems were encountered when trying to minimize project
completion time while taking into account resource constraints. Tasks were
therefore manually shuffled after the Open Workbench Gantt chart was pro-
duced, based on resource constraints. It was envisioned that, in order to
finish the project as soon as possible, people could to an extent be trans-
ferred between working groups if required. A fair amount of intuition was












used to determine the "person hours" required for each task and what each
working group would be able to handle from a human resource perspective
(through developing the information with the co-chairs it had become evi-
dent which tasks were more labour intensive than others, and a fair sense of
each group's capabilities was acquired through the time spent with them).
It was attempted to keep the maximum number of tasks for any given week
(per working group and overall) at a minimum when manually shuffling
tasks, after which the overall plan was checked to see if the working groups
would become too strained at any point.
Three Gantt charts were generated, which are shown in Figure 3.5 and
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 in the appendix of this chapter. Each shows the criti-
cal path in red, however Figure 3.7 shows the earliest date at which tasks
can begin and finish; Figure :3.8 shows the latest date at which tasks can
begin finish; and Figure 3.5 shows a suggested project plan such that
the maximum resource requirements at any given time over the project are
minimized. Emphasis was placed on Figures 3.7 and 3.8 for the forum and
co-chairs as it was considered to be better to leave the responsibility of
timing tasks to the co-chairs. Each project plan has its tasks grouped ac-
cording to working groups for clarity. "NI" stands for "Management",
for -Warehousing and operations-, -B" for -Beneficiary liaison", -A" for
-Academic Work" and "S" for supplier relations or "Food Sourcing". By
observing Figures 3.7 and 3.8 the co-chairs could see the earliest and lat-
est dates by which tasks could/had to be done, and then decide how they
wanted to manage their working group in order to achieve these tasks. In
addition a presentation was given to the CTFBF on the project plan and
the major findings. The important findings will now be pointed out, after





















The critical pat h is first explained, after which the importance of a specific
task and its impact on the overall project is discussed. Finally, a brief
sensitivity analysis is carried out.
Critical path
The critical path can be seen in Figure 3.5. The estimated scheduled com-
pletion date is 20 March 2009. However, this could be brought forward as
follows.
• In order to finish in the beginning of Mairh, the "building/renovation"
task (M-20) needs to be shortened. It is currently assumed that the
renovation option will be taken, which is scheduled to take 3 months.
If a warehouse were leased that required minimal work to be done, the
project could be completed earlier.
• In order to finish in the beginning of February, -building/renovation"
would need to take 7 weeks. Also, -formalizing operating agreements
with suppliers" (NI-11) or "beneficiary assessment, approval and oper-
ating agreements" (B-6), which is a successor of (M-11), would need to
be shortened as these would then become part of the critical path. At
present (M-11) is scheduled to take 4 weeks, followed by which (B-6)
is scheduled to take 14 weeks (giving a total of 18 weeks). If together
these muld be shortened by 3 weeks, or if they could run concurrently,
the completion date will move to 6 February 2009.
• To move the completion date to earlier than February, (M -20) and
((M-11) or (B-6)) would need to be shortened, as well as the tasks
of "hiring staff- (M-14) and -Record keeping system developed (also
IT)" (1\1-7), as these would then also become part of the critical path.
Putting a budget / business plan together and obtaining finance
Probably One of the most important findings, which is also to be expected, is
that the tasks of "putting a budget/business plan together" (M-15 ) and "ob-
taining finance- (M-16), which is (M-15)'s immediate successor, are probably
the most important to consider. There are several reasons for this.
1. They create a bottle neck,. Many tasks are required to put a budget











many other tasks begin. There are 15 tasks necessary to put a budget
together. Some of the more important ones are: Warehouse Running
( W-4); Information on costs (W-5); lin decisions (M-8 ); Registration
of organization (1\1-12), Structure departments (M-13); and Decision
on warehouse and trucks (A-4), which requires prior research. Tasks
that can only begin once finance has been obtained: Formalize oper-
ating agreement with suppliers (M-11 ) and beneficiaries (B-6); Hire
staff (M-14); Board identified (M-17); Equipment bought (M-18); and
Premises bought/leased (M-19).
2. They are urgent. Companies can often only grant funds when their
yearly budgets are being reviewed, so if they receive the request too
late one has to wait until the next budget review.
3. They are variable. The time needed to raise the finance required is dif-
ficult to predict. Funding from FBSA may be available, though they
have indicated that this financing should not be counted upon. Na-
tional funding would probably come through quickly if it is available,
but if not, fund raising is time consuming and very unpredictable. An
initial estimate of 8 weeks is given for fund raising. If this task takes
longer it will delay the entire project by however much longer it takes
(as it is on the critical path). The variability of the task therefore
makes it high risk.
4. Finally, they are clearly critical - without money FBCT cannot oper-
ate.
Sensitivity analysis
A brief sensitivity analysis was carried out through observation. Attention
was focused on variable tasks that could cause overall delay through changes
in their completion time. These tasks are listed below.
• Building/renovation (AI-20): This has already been addressed, but
what has not been considered is that this task has the potential to
cause considerable delay if a warehouse is built from scratch or if ex-
tensive renovation is required.
• 1?ecord keeping system developed (also IT) (A1-7): This task includes
all the IT involved. Again, it is difficult to attach time estimates to
this. Currently this task starts two weeks after fund raising begins. If











commence (so that the right expertise can be hired), the project will
be delayed by 6 weeks. The task is also variable and if it takes longer
than the 6 months assigned to it, it will cause an equivalent delay in
the entire project.
3.6.2 Some of the Details
The details discussed are: tasks that overlap with FBSA; "ongoing" tasks
which do not have a set start or finish date; and some issues around the
merging of Lions, Robin Good and Feedback.
National tasks
There are certain tasks that are crucial to the success of the project but
which overlap with FBSA's responsibilities. For each of these tasks commu-
nication will be vital in determining local and national responsibilities such
that work is not duplicated or omitted. There will also be a certain amount
of reliance on FBSA to complete their portion of these tasks on time in order
for the project to be successful and finish on time. To reduce the risk from
FBSA contingency plans can also be drawn up. The tasks that overlap with
FBSA are given below.
• Record keeping system developed (also IT) (M-7): Ideally most of the
work will be done at the national level, particularly from an IT per-
spective, however there will be certain components that will be unique
to local environments.
• Legal (M-4): Broad legal issues will be dealt with at the national level,
however some of the details will need to be dealt with at the local level.
• Working with suppliers (S-1): Many potential suppliers are national
organizations. The strategy for these suppliers is to reach national
agreements that can then be filtered down to the local outlets. How-
ever there are also many suppliers which are unique to the local area
that will need to be dealt with.
• Identifying fanciers and obtaining finance (M-9)(M-16 ): Similar to
"working with suppliers", there are potential funders that are seen as
-national" (who will be handled by FBSA) while the regional hinders
will be handled by FBCT. "National" funding will be divided amongst
FBSA and the regional foodbanks. Along these lines, FBCT will need











certain amount of funding. FBCT will need to raise the balance, thus
the sooner the amount coming from FBSA can be established the
better.
• 1?egistration: The task of the registration of FBSA and the regional
foodbanks as an NGO/NPO has been left to FBSA.
Ongoing tasks
There were certain tasks which did not have set start and finish dates.
Rather, they were ongoing throughout the project. These tasks are listed
below.
• Legal (A1-4): Although this was specified as a single task there are in
fact a number of legal issues inherent in a variety of tasks.
• Budget (A1- 15): Although a two-week period was set for this, it was
seen that many tasks had a budget component. These budgetary com-
ponents were suggested to be dealt with by the individuals responsible
for the tasks concerned so that this information could then be provided
to the people doing the budget.
• Communication: "Ongoing" communication was required in a num-
ber of areas. These areas relate to agencies (B-1), partnering (M-1),
government (M-2), FBSA (M-3) and community commitment (M-5).
• "Corking 'with potential local suppliers (S - 1): An initial time period
of more demanding work was given for this, though work in this area
would be ongoing after this.
Although these are ongoing tasks, it was made clear to the CTFBF that this
does not imply that they can be left to the last minute. On the contrary, a
substantial amount of work is required during the early stages of the project.
The task of Incorporating Lions, Robin Good and Feedback
As it is envisioned that Lions, Robin Good and Feedback will merge to form
FBCT, there are a number of issues to consider.
1. When writing up a "budget and business plan" (M-15), it will be
important to know what equipment will be transferred as this would











2. Before the task of 'hiring  staff" (M-14) can be addressed, it will be











































Note: Some questions were added at a later stage as they became beneficial,
therefore not all interviews have responses to these questions. Also, some
responses to questions would overlap with other questions and in general
intuition was used to guide interviews.
Questions for NGOs
1. How do you see the problem of hunger'? (needs / performance mea-
sures)
2. Ifow do you view the foodbank? (how will it address the problem of
hunger and make a difference?)
3. How do you currently obtain food'? What quantity are you obtaining?
4. What do you as an NGO hope to get out of the foodbank?How
5.  do you view the current forum? (Its ability to get a foodbank up
and running)
6. NiVhat decisions will need to be made around your area (NGO )?
7. What problem areas do you foresee coming up?
8. Any other personal concerns or points/issues you would like to raise?
NGOs currently doing foodbank type work
1. How do you see the problem of hunger'? (needs / performance mea-
sures)
2. How do you view the foodbank? (how will it address the problem of
hunger and make a difference?)
3. How do you view the current forum? (Its ability to get a foodbank
and running)
4. What decisions will need to be made around your area (manager)?
5. What problem areas do you foresee coming up?
6. Any other personal concerns or points/issues you would like to raise?











Suppliers: TWIT focus on question
How do you see the problem of hunger? (needs / performance mea-
sures)
2. How do you view the foodbank? (how will it address the problem of
hunger and make a difference?)
3. What do you currently do with excess food? What quantity?
4. What do you as a supplier hope to get out of the foodbank?
5. How do you view the current forum? (Its ability to get a foodbank
and running)
6. What decisions will need to be made around your area (supplier)?
7. What problem areas do you foresee coming up'?













FoodBank Cape Town was faced with the problem of obtaining a suitable
warehouse for its operations. Two of the most important criteria identified
were the size awl location of the warehouse. This chapter deals with mod-
elling what size warehouse would be ideal. The subsequent chapter then
addresses modelling optimal warehouse location. The research of these two
chapters together formed the basis for a decision to be made on a particular
warehouse in Philippi, which is explained in Chapter 7. After FBCT decided
to take the space, a problem arose as to whether to lease half of the space
in Philippi for a short period (after which the full space would be taken) or
to lease the full space from the outset. As this problem is relatively short
and relates to the warehouse size, it is discussed at the end of this chapter
(Section 4.5.5).
The warehouse size methodology is first discussed. From this, it becomes
evident that information is necessary on how food will be stored as well as
the initial and future inflows, thus the subsequent sections discuss these in
detail. The model for establishing warehouse size is then built, drawing
on information from previous sections. An analysis with sensitivity is sub-
sequently carried out with focus on current inflows and anticipated future
inflows. Filially, the specific problem at the Philippi warehouse is dealt with.
Through studying a typical foodbank's operations, some side objectives
to warehouse size arose. These side objectives are also dealt with awl in-
clude: determining the amount of cold and ambient storage required; the
volume of daily waste; and the volume of food needing to be sorted, cleaned,











Using systems dynamics terminology, Figure 4.1 illustrates a very simple
model of the warehouse size problem. Inflows and outflows differ in their
nature: inflows can be regarded as exogenous (the foodbank takes whatever
is available) whereas out flows are endogenous (the amount of food allocated
to agencies on a daily basis is a decision made by the foodbank). The stock
at the warehouse would then be the resultant nett of outflows subtracted
from inflows at any given time. The overall approach for the research was
therefore as follows:
1. To investigate how food would be stored in a typical foodbank ware-
house and the space available for this in order to measure the relation-
ship between the size of the warehouse and the actual volume of food
storage available;
2. To study current inflows (Lions, Robin Good and Feedback) and an-
ticipated future inflows to be able to correctly model them;
3. To use (1) and (2) to construct a model based on the system given in
Figure 4.1; and
4. To use different inflows and operating rules for outflows in order to
analyse their impact on the required warehouse size.
It would have been helpful to analyse data on current outflows as well
in order to learn from actual operations. However, Lions and Feedback
operated under a system where the inflows for the day equalled the outflows
for the day because of the perishability of their products and a lack of storage
space; and data on Robin Good, the only organization that utilized storage
space, was not readily available.











1. A level of inflow would be simulated;
2. An operating rule would determine the outflow; and
3. The nett volume of food would then be stored in the warehouse at the
end of the time period.
4.2 Analysis of Storage
There were four critical areas to consider with regard to storage:
1. The different types of storage areas;
2. The relationship between total warehouse floor space (m2) and floor
space available for storage (m2);
3. The relationship between storage floor space (1112) and volume of stor-
age (m3); and
4. Conversion of food weights to volumes, as dat a on current inflows was
recorded only as weights.
Each of these areas is now discussed in the ensuing subsections.
4.2.1 Types of Storage Areas
A GFN representative (T. Ives) with experience in operating food banks in
the US was available to give input on how a typical foodbank would oper-
ate. In addition, these recommendations were discussed with the Feedback
regional coordinator (P. Andries) in order to make sure they were locally
applicable. The GFN representative gave examples of floor plan layouts
from the US, thus giving an understanding of the flow of products. Differ-
ent storage types were discussed, the types of products that would go into
each storage area and the respective shelf lives of these products (see Table
4.8 in the appendix of this chapter). Three storage areas are required.
1. Ambient storag e with racking. All non-perishable products will be
racked in an area of room temperature.
2. Ambient storage 'without racking. This consists of perishable products
that do not require cold storage (e.g. bakery produce). As a result
of their perishability, these products will operate on a one-day cycle.











out the following day before trucks return with new products. There-
fore, ambient storage without racking must be large enough to handle
roughly the maximum of one day's inflows for this area. Due to the
fast turnover time, it would be problematic to rack these products and
they would therefore be stacked in crates on the ground.
3. Cold storage. The products entering here will consist mainly of fresh
fruit, fresh vegetables and dairy. As these products are perishable,
this storage area will act in the same way as ambient storage without
racking and will be required to handle roughly the maximum FBCT
would receive in a day.
A foodbank may well have frozen storage as well, however this was omitted
in  this dissertation. Through analysis of cunent inflows (Section 1.3), it
was found that the foodbank will have no frozen storage to deal with at
its opening. Recommendations on frozen storage would therefore he based
solely on future inflow predictions, for which there is very little certainty.
It was decided to handle frozen products (typically meat and fish) in the
same manner as other over-night cold products. As the amount of frozen
storage is small in comparison to other storage areas, this assumption will
have little impact on the warehouse size required.
4.2.2 Warehouse Layout
The fundamental question with regard to warehouse layout was: "Given
a certain warehouse size, how much space would be available for actual
storage?". hi order to establish this relationship a spreadsheet was given
to a GFN representative to fill out. On this spreadsheet were the various
functional areas of the warehouse identified during the meetings discussed
in Section 4.2.1. These areas included receiving and dispatch areas, storage
areas, a sorting and cleaning area, office space and free space between these
to move. The GFN representative was then asked to fill in how many square
metres would be given to each functional area for warehouse sizes of 12001112,
25001112 and 50001112. From this, a relationship of warehouse size to storage
space could be determined.
Unfortunately, the GFN representative was not willing to do this for the
12001112 case as he felt, from his experience, that this size warehouse would
be too small. With two points available, only a linear relationship could
be determined. This resulted in the warehouse needing to he larger than











available for warehouses far smaller than 8001112 as an 800m2 warehouse is
fairly large. An alternative function was therefore sought.
Although typically some minimum warehouse size would be required
before storage space could commence (denoted as "fixed space"), it was
observed that all the listed functional areas were variable in size and would
increase with larger operations and warehouse size, even in extreme cases.
As an example, Robin Good operated from a small space of about 150m2.
In order to maximize storage space, "office space" consisted of only a desk
111d computer, taking up about 101112. The point (0; 0) was therefore added
and a quadratic function fitted in order to capture the increasing returns to
scale of storage space on warehouse size. This fit can be seen in Figure 4.2.
The resultant equation is:
where s and w denote storage space and warehouse size in square metres
respectively. A concern would be that, as a quadratic function, storage
space increases at an increasing rate indefinitely. After 80001112, each extra
square metre of space would result in more than 1m2 of extra storage space.
However, the warehouse will almost certainly be between 5001112 and 5000m2,










4.2.3 Converting Storage Floor Space (m2) to Volume of
Storage Space (m3)
For each of the storage types identified, a ratio Of floor space to volume of
products was required. Information on these was provided by CTN.
Ambient storage with racking
After incorporating space to move between aisles, a typical racking layout
has roughly 40% of the floor space covered by actual racking. When products
are racked, they go on pallets, of which it was recommended that three be
stacked above each other, each two metres apart. Through observation and
measurement of a food company's racking, it was determined that there
was roughly a 20% loss in height volume when racking. Therefore, the
final result is as follows: for each .rm2 of storage space, there would be
(0.4)(0.8)(3 x 2)x = 1.92xm3 of storage available.
Cold storage
There are three options for cold storage: a cold room without racking, a cold
room with racking or a container (which does not accommodate racking).
Due to the fast turnover of the products in cold storage, a cold room with
racking is problematic. Products can be stacked 2 metres high in crates for
both a cold room without racking and a container. The resultant choice of a
cold room without racking or a container is therefore negligent to the storage
problem. There is no need for space between products as there is no need to
get specific products at certain times. It was estimated through observation
of Feedback's operations (who used crates for stacking) that there would be
about a 25% loss in volume through loose packing, crates taking up space,
crates not being stacked up to the highest point of the container or cold
room, etc. Therefore, for each square metre, one would get 75%  of 2 cubic
metres = 1.5 cubic metres.
Ambient storage without racking
This was handled in the same way as cold storage where products are stacked
2 metres high in crates and a 25% loss in volume is incurred.
4.2.4 Converting Food Weights to Volumes
There was no data readily available on this and people's judgement, while











sure a sample of products, which were obtained from a local supermarket.
Categories of food types were identified using Table 4.8 and for each cat-
egory a sample of products was measured. Volumes were measured using
a tape measure and weights were given on the packaging of the products.
This data is given in Table 4.9 in the appendix of this chapter. For increased
accuracy, a larger sample was generally taken for products that were seen
to be common to the foodbank. For each product, a volume to weight ratio
was calculated. This was then averaged over the range of products for a
particular category so that a volume to weight ratio was produced for each
food category. This data is recorded in Table 4.8 in the appendix of this
chapter.
4.3 Analysis of Inflows
rfhere were two steps involved in attempting to model/predict inflows: firstly,
to model t he inflows from Lions, Robin Good and Feedback (which would
constitute the inflows at the opening of FBCT), and secondly, to estimate
short- and long-term growth.
Inflows can broadly be broken up into two categories.
1. Perishables. This consists of all fresh food ind, as explained in Section
4.2.1, will stay for at most one night in the foodbank. This food
generally comes in small quantities on a daily basis from a large number
of retailers.
2. Non-perishables. This is all food with a long shelf life and will go
into "ambient storage with racking". This food generally conies in
large quantities from a small number of manufacturers and is received
infrequently (each manufacturer may give a large donation on average
every month or two).
Due to the large differences in the nature of these inflows, it was decided
to model them separately. In each case, it was necessary to model both
the weight of inflow and the composition of inflow (as per Table 4.8 in the
appendix of this chapter). The latter would determine the volume to weight
ratio as well as, in the case of perishable products, the storage type required.
In the following subsections each of Feedback's, Lions' and Robin Good's












Feedback was the only organization from which an historical record of inflows
was available. A detailed analysis was therefore carried out (distribution
fitting, equality of time periods using ANOVA, time series analysis, etc.) as
certain results could then be transferred to Lions and Robin Good where
applicable. At the start of the analysis period, Feedback only dealt with
perishable products from a large number of retailers, however during the
data analysis period they began to receive non-perishable products from
manufacturers as well. The emphasis of the data analysis is therefore on the
perishable products though the small sample of non-perishable data is also
examined. Data analysis of the perishables is first discussed in the ensuing
subsections, after which non-perishable products are discussed.
Data formatting and cleaning
Data by region (Cape Town,  Johannesburg, Pietermaritzburg and Durban)
were obtained from Feedback in Excel format, however only the Cape Town
data was worked with as this was directly relevant to I he field of study. The
data was very detailed and available from January 2003 until April 2008.
Every i ransaction between a specific. supplier and agency was recorded as a
separate row in Excel. The level of detail resulted in about 60 transactions
per day, each of which had information on date, supplier name, agency name
and the weight of the products in kilograms.
There were three main areas in which data errors were identified.
1. Naming of suppliers. Supplier names were inconsistently entered.
2. Incorrect dates. Sonic incorrect dates were identified. These errors
were omitted from the analysis as they were minor and excessive effort
would be needed to correct them.
3. incorrect 'weights. Errors (probably due to incorrect data capturing)
were detected by using scatter plots of daily total weights. Values
that were abnormally large could then be checked and corrected if
necessary. An example of this was an apparent donation of 12 tons
(beyond the truck capacity of the vehicle collecting it) from a supplier











Exploratory data analysis for weights summed over all suppliers
Exploratory data analysis was first carried out on the food weights of all
Feedback's suppliers. Daily, weekly and monthly totals were analysed, but
for conciseness only a sample of plots are displayed here.
It can be seen from the monthly totals (Figure 4.3) that inflows have
remained fairly constant throughout Feedback's history. For the histograms
(Figures 4.4 and 4.5), best-fit curves are displayed, although the actual
distribution testing is only later explained. The daily data is heavily skewed
to the right. Intuitively this seems correct as there will be the occasional
large donation that would result in a long tail on the histogram. The data
could be modelled by Gamma or Log-normal distributions. The same can
be said for the weekly data (not displayed), except that the skewness is less
prominent. The monthly data is more closely normally distributed. The
sum of Gamma distribution variables tend to follow a normal distribution,
seems to be consistent with the above data
Exploratory data analysis by individual suppliers
Figure 4.6 shows Box and Whisker plots of the weekly inflows from five dif-
ferent suppliers. A diverse group was chosen: there is a bread manufacturer,
two different supermarkets and a restaurant. It can be seen that there is
large variation both between suppliers and within suppliers, as well as a




















suppliers is expected as different sized organizations will supply different
volumes. The variation within suppliers conies both from expected statis-
tical variation and a "stop-start" nature of food from suppliers. Suppliers
would typically give for a period of time, stop for a period of time, start
again, etc.; which accounts for the large number of zero values.
Figure 4.7 shows the number of suppliers giving food to Feedback each
week. Diminishing growth can be seen with considerable variability as well.
Considering that Feedback has about 115 suppliers listed over the time pe-
riod it shows that only a portion of these donors are giving in any one week.
Distribution fitting
The Normal, Gamma and Log-normal distributions were fitted for each of
the daily, weekly and monthly data. The Chi-square, goodness of fit test
was used to test how well distributions fitted, with the associated p-values
shown in Table 4.1. In addition to the Chi-square test, the Lilliefors test











square test requires groupings of at least 5, which would "lose" the upper
outliers of the histogram when grouping them. The Lilliefors test is non-
parametric and also more sensitive to non-normality. The Lilliefors test
statistic for the monthly data was 0.056. The critical value for a sample
size of 72 and a significance level of 0.05 is 0.104. A value of more than
this indicates a significant result, thus the null hypothesis that the data is
normally distributed is not rejected.
It can be seen from the results that it was difficult to fit a distribution
on the daily data, possibly due to the large sample size giving large power.
The Gamma distribution gave the best fit, though the fit was not good as a
p-value of only 0.02 was obtained. The Normal and Chi-square distributions











• The end of the month was tested against the remainder (first 24 days)
for inequality using an ANOVA and found to be insignificant.
• Different days of the week were tested using the Kruskal-Wallis Test
(as the daily data is not normally distributed) and found to be sig-
nificant. A multiple comparisons test was then carried out and three
distinct groups were found: (a)"Tuesday, Thursday and Friday" was
higher than (b) "Monday and Wednesday" by 22%, which was higher
than (c)"Saturday" by 92% (Sundays were omitted as Feedback does
not operate on this day). It was thought that the reason for the large
decrease on Saturdays was that Feedback used fewer drivers on Satur-
day, though after speaking with the Feedback logistical coordinator it
seemed that their limited operations are partially induced by the fact
that fewer stores give on this day.
Time series analysis
Time series analysis was carried out on the monthly, weekly and daily data.
The methodology was as follows.
• Natural logs were taken if the variance of the data needed to be sta-
bilized, which was found to be the case for the weekly data.
• The Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test was used to check for stationarity,
which was found to be significant for all of the data (i.e. the data was
concluded to be stationary).
• A number of AIIIMA models were fitted to each data series with the
assistance of a correlogram. The Akaike information criterion was used












It was found that when modelling daily data, there is a significant lag with
the previous three days as well as the same weekday's of the previous 4
weeks. However, the model with the lowest AIC was the one with no AR,
or NIA terms, showing that although there is a significant correlation, the
predictive power of previous terms is weak. The same results were found for
the weekly and monthly data.
Non-perishable products
During the course of this research, Feedback began to receive donations of
non-perishable products from manufacturers and rented warehouse space to
keep this stock. The data of these inflows can be seen in Table 4.4. The use
of this data for modelling inflows will be discussed in Section 4.4.2.
4.3.2 Lions
As there was no actual data on historical inflows for Lions, information
was reliant on members' knowledge. The coordinator of the Cape Town
Lions food project (S. McPherson) was available for questioning. He stated
that Lions in Cape Town receives food from all of the stores of a certain
supermarket chain in the greater Cape Town area. In order to approximate
the total weight that would come from these stores it was decided to estimate
the average weight supplied per store and to multiply this by the total
number of stores (58). As with Feedback, the average proportional break











were given on the recovery rates (proportion of food fit for consumption) of
different types of products and the proportion that would be loose and need
packaging for different types of products.
As will later become clear, Lions' operations made up the bulk of current
inflow therefore it was necessary to get as accurate an estimate as possible
for their inflows. Therefore, the food type propofflons were compared with
the estimates for the supermarkets supplying Feedback (see Table 4.2) for
assurance and were found to be fairly similar. In addition, the weight per
supermarket was estimated using Feedback's data and compared to that
for Lions. These two estimates for weight per store are now discussed and
compared.
Estimate based on human judgement
The measure most tangible to the individual for estimating the average
per store was financial. This was given at an average of R5,000 per store
per day (although it is realized that such subjective judgements may be
liable to known cognitive biases [Kahneman et al., 1982]). 11/kg values were
estimated for the relevant food types. A small Excel model was created
whereby the weight of one category would be input. From the proportions
given, the weights of the other categories could be determined and from
the R/kg values the total financial value calculated. The initial input value
was altered until the financial value of the sum of all categories was R5,000.
The total weight corresponding to this amount was 382 kg. This value was
relayed to the Lions coordinator for verification, which he confirmed.
Estimate based on Feedback's data
Over its history, Feedback was supplied with food from seven supermarkets
from the same retailer. The methodology was to estimate an average for











plications i-irose as there was a general decrease in amounts supplied over
time for some of the stores, to the extent that only three of the original
seven stores remained at the time of the analysis. Figure 4.8 illustrates the
weight of food received from a single store over a period of time.
The Feedback logistic's coordinator offered the following reasons for these
drops in weights.
1. The main reason cited was competition: some stores decided to also
donate to other organizations in surrounding areas. This tended to
result in a gradual decline of supplies to Feedback until eventually the
relationship ended.
2. Tough economic times resulting in better waste management at stores.
3. At t hues suppliers were difficult to work with by making drivers wait
and not ensuring the food is properly cared for. Eventually, it would
be more beneficial to end the relationship with the supplier and spend
resources elsewhere.
4. Sometimes bar-coding issues would arise on the supplier side, resulting











It was noted that (1) may become less relevant with the advent of the
foodbank and (2) would decrease in the long-term, which would possibly
result in weights of food donations returning to their peaks over Feedback's
history. It should also be noted that, although some of the supermarkets
supplying Feedback ceased to be suppliers, this would not be the case for
Lions as they have a long-term agreement with the supermarket chain that
supplies them. It was therefore decided to have two estimates.
1. AI/ estimate based on current inflows.
Data for the three remaining stores was used for the period of July
2007 to June 2008. For each store, a daily average weight donated was
calculated. The average of these was 422kg. with a 90% confidence
interval of 88kg to 156kg per day.
2. An estimate assuming that /weights would return to what they used to
be.
The daily weights of food donated by each store were first observed.
A sample of data for each store was then taken from when the store
started giving to Feedback to when weights from the store began to
decrease. An overall average and confidence interval were calculated
as before and found to be 271kg and (174kg, 369kg) respectively.
Further statistical tests over the relatively stable period of July 2007
to June 2008 were carried out on the three remaining stores, yielding the
following conclusions.
• The Gamma distribution gave a  good fit with p-values of 0.15, 0.05
and 0.4 obtained for Chi-Square Goodness of Fit tests. The parameters
used were (2; 68), (3; 42) and (1.9; 56).
• The Kruskal-Wallis Test was used to test 14 a difference in the amounts
donated on different days of the week. A total of 10 tests were done
and a significance level of 0.005 was therefore used for each test in
order to ensure an overall significance level of 0.05. The only signif-
icant difference was that of Thursdays' donations being smaller than
Mondays' (p-value of 0.0049). Importantly, the amount donated on
Saturday was not found to be smaller than other days (a concern from
previous data analysis).
• A time series analysis was carried out but no significant trends or











• The average observed correlation between the stores close to zero,
which gives a basis for assuming independence of daily inflows between
stores.
Overall estimate for weight per store
Given the rough similarities in the weights received per store by Feedback
(275kg when they were giving their largest donations) and Lions (382kg),
further analysis was based on a nominal estimate of 300kg (greater empha-
sis was placed on Feedback's estimate as it came from actual data). For
purposes of sensitivity analysis, weights on the range 150kg to 400kg were
considered.
4.3.3 Robin Good
As stated previously, information from Robin Good was unavailable, how-
ever from speaking with them and visiting their warehouse it seemed that the
scale of their inflows was about 20(X, of those of Feedback's, with roughly
50(X being perishable. The perishable inflows were therefore assumed to
follow the same characteristics (e.g. food proportions) as Feedback. Non-
perishable inflows tended to come on a day to day basis and -were therefore
far more consistent in comparison to Feedback's non-perishable inflows.
4.3.4 Anticipated Additional Inflows
With regard to growth in perishables, it was noted that no meat or dairy
was being collected by Lions due to the lack of cold chain infrastructure.
However, with the advent of the foodbank, this infrastructure will be in
Place and perishable inflows can therefore be expected. Members of Lions
estimated that the weight of these products would be roughly equal to the
weight already received, with roughly equal weights of dairy and meat ex-
pected. If the foodbank is a success, short-term growth (within 2 years)
for perishables was estimated to consist of obtaining all of the dairy and
meat from the supermarkets supplying Lions as well as another supermar-
ket of the same size. No significant growth was expected from the smaller
stores that Feedback typically dealt with therefore growth in this area is not
added. Medium to long-term growth (longer than two years) would include
reaching farmers, etc. and was approximated at three extra supermarket
chains the same size of Lions' (with dairy and meat added as well). These












At the time of research, two consultants were having discussions with
major suppliers on behalf of FBSA (with particular emphasis 011 manufac-
turers) in order to assess their commitment and estimate their associated
inflow quantities. They found that companies showed a keen interest but
were only willing to commit to FBSA when they saw foodbanks in oper-
ation. Therefore, with the assumption of success, steady increases can be
expected. Unfortunately, virtually no data could be obtained as to an-
ticipated volumes. Nonetheless, rough estimates were made which will be
discussed.
4.4 Model Building
It was decided to create two models to simulate stock level requirements.
1. One to handle perishable products in order to assess the amount of
cold storage and ambient storage without racking required. Here there
would be no need to keep track of left-over stock from day to day as
everything that comes in on a particular day goes out the following
day (see Section 4.2.1).
2. One to handle non-perishable products. Here the model would need
to keep track of the amount of left-over stock from time period to time
period.
The warehouse requirements for each are then determined in Section 4.5,
from which an actual warehouse size is obtained.
4.4.1 Warehouse Requirements for Perishables
Perishable food can be categorized according to source (Lions, Feedback or
Robin Good) and type (bakery, fresh vegetables, fresh fruit, dairy or meat
according to Table 4.8). Let i = 1, 2, 3 be the source of perishable product,
= 1, 2, ..., 5 be the type of product and wo be the weight of the products
from source i and of type j. In the ensuing subsection it is argued that it is
reasonable to assume that the daily weight from each food source is normally
distributed. For simplicity, it is therefore assumed that each wo follows an
independent Normal distribution. The subsequent subsection derives the
mean and variance for each wu. The last subsection then uses the wu's to
calculate the distribution of the volume of food going int o different storage











Rationale for food sources following Normal distributions
It was previously shown that there was a basis for assuming independence
between the supermarkets supplying Feedback (Section 4.3.2). As Lions is
supplied by a large number of supermarkets, it is also assumed that inflows
from these supermarkets will be independent and that, by the central limit
theorem, the sum of weight of their food (and hence from Lions) will follow
a Normal distribution. In order to calculate the mean and variance of this
distribution, the average mean and variance per store was calculated using
the three stores supplying Feedback over the period July 2007 to June 2008.
As the supermarkets supplying Lions gave more food per store than the
supermarkets supplying Feedback, the mean and variance were scaled up
accordingly. The average mean and variance were then each multiplied by
58 to give the overall distribution.
The sum of Feedback's suppliers showed a more complicated distribution
from day to day. It contained a time series component stretching over about
three weeks, different days of the week had different means and the daily
totals followed a Gamma distribution. However, as Feedback's volumes are
roughly 10% of those of Lions', there was little loss in modelling Feedback's
inflows by a Normal distribution. The mean and variance of Feedback's
inflows were calculated and used as the parameters for this Normal distri-
bution.
In the same vein, Robin Good's perishable volumes (about 10% of that
of Feedback's) were also modelled with a Normal distribution. This simpli-
ficat ion is further just ified by the fact that future growth is largely expected
to come from supermarket chains, which would increase the dominance of
t he Lions type of inflow (supermarkets). As no data was available for Robin
Good, the mean and variance parameters calculated for Feedback were sim-
ply scaled up by 10% to incorporate the extra volume. For the remainder
of the analysis i will therefore be restricted to 1 and 2.
Calculating the mean and variance for each wu
A distribution is required for each wu. As data is only available at the level
of each source i, a Normal distribution is assumed for wo and the mean
and variance are inferred from the data on fOod sources. Let pi and di2:
be the calculated mean and variance respectively for each food source i.
Information is also available for the proportion of food from source i and of
type j (see Tables 4.3 and 4.5), which will be denoted Au. By the definition




















• The volume of products to be defaced, sorted and cleaned would rely
on unknown constants for each (representing average proportions
re-quiringthis), multiplied by the total edible inflow volume Ei5_1. 0 j zia. J.
Each of these is a sum of Normal distributions and therefore also normally
distributed. Also, the i's, j's  and k's above can be extended for more product
sources, product types and storage types if necessary.
4.4.2 Warehouse Requirements for Non-perishables
Unlike the model for perishable goods, this model will need to keep track of
inventory in order to check that there is never more stock on hand than the
warehouse can handle. It works on a week by week basis (the rationale for
this time period will he explained later). As a simplification, it is assumed
that all donations are received at the beginning of the week and that distri-
bution to agencies happens gradually over the week. This can be notated as
follows: let s be the weight of products in storage at the beginning of week
i, di be the weight of products donated to the foodhank during week i and
0, be the amount of products distributed to agencies during week i. Then
Sj = 0,_1+ di, where di is a stochastic variable and o, is a decision rule
and therefore also variable. Each si then represent the maximum amount
of storage required over week i, as during the week only outflows will oc-
cur. Importantly, for simplicity, the remaining shelf-life of the products is
not t aken into account. The modelling of inflows and determination of an
operating policy will now be discussed, after which performance measures
will be addressed as well as an extension to evaluate "good" inventory man-
agement practice. In addition, the rationale for a weekly time period will
be discussed.
Modelling inflows
Non-perishable inflows come from two sources.
1. Manufacturers. These products are donated on a monthly cycle rather
than a day-to-day basis. Manufacturers would contact the foodbank
when they have products and an arrangement would be made to obtain
the food.
2. Various retailers. Small volumes of non-perishable products would











Through observation of Table 4.4, there seems to be two types of inflows
from manufacturers: fairly consistent small donations and irregular large
donations. Donations of less than 20 tons per month are classified as be-
ing small. A model was constructed whereby smaller donations would be
received every month and larger donations would occur with a probability
of 37.5%, estimated from the sample of data.
Smaller donations were modelled using the Gamma distribution, as it
appeared that within these donations, the lower range of values were most
likely. A best-fit curve was fitted to the data, generating a shape parameter
(n,) of 1.2 and a scale parameter (H) of 5.4. Large donations were modelled
using a Normal distribution as it seemed equally likely that within this
category there could be large or small donations. The observed mean for
large months was 50.0 tons, though when modelling this was reduced to 43.5
tons as the mean for small donations was 6.5 tons. As a rough estimate and
from observation of the data, it was decided that 95% of the time donations
would be between 20 and 80 tons (though again these were decreased by 6.5
tons), resulting in a variance of 225.
If additional manufacturers were to start donating to FBCT, it can be
assumed that they will have similar characteristics to the existing manu-
facturers. Therefore, using Theorem 1, additional manufacturers will result
in an increase in shape parameter. Small donations are therefore modelled
using G(1 . 6a; 4), where a can be adjusted for an increase in manufacturers.
As the mean of a Gamma distribution is n'H, a will simply denote a scaling
of the mean total from its current level. For ease of adjustment, the ratio of
mean to variance for large donations was fixed at a constant. Therefore, by
scaling up the mean, the variance would increase accordingly.
Non-perishable inflows from Robin Good averaged approximately 1 ton
per-week. As these inflows are far more consistent and smaller than for










monthly time interval would not cater for. The model was therefore iterated
from week to week. The probability of a big donation was taken as 0.375/4.5
(4.5 weeks per month) and small donations were modelled as G(1.6/4.5, 4).
Outflow
Through workshops with future agencies (see Chapter 6) it became clear
that consistent, reliable weekly food volumes were of high importance. In
order to determine the amount of outflow each week (o,), an outflow factor
(f) was set at a constant such that oi = min(warehouse stock, frn), where
in is the average non-perishable inflow per week (f and In are constants). If
= 1, storage space st would follow a random walk process and potentially
"blow up". By having f greater than 1, warehouse stocks will gradually be
depleted after large donations are received.
Performance measures
In order to evaluate storage needs, the weight of stock needs to be converted
to volume. A number of different types of non-perishable products were
measured for their volume to weight ratio (Table 4.9), however due  to a lack
of data and for simplicity, non-perishable food types were grouped together
to give one volume to weight ratio (the average of the sample obtained). It
is possible to simulate the data a large number of times in order to observe
how large storage requirements would get, although there are alternatives
if storage is full (e.g. temporary storage, negotiating with the supplier to
receive the food over a period of time, etc.). It was decided to find the
storage levels which were passed 10% of the time, 5% of the time and 1% of
the time (termed "cut-off values"). The model was coded in VBA in Excel
the code is given in Appendix A.1.1 at the end of the dissertation. The
storage would start at 0 at the beginning of week 1. A loop was then run
which cycled through 260 weeks (5 years). The storage level required for
each week was stored in an array. This array was sorted in ascending order
in order to extract the 10%, 5% and 1% levels. This entire process was
repeated 100 times and averages and standard errors were obtained for the
10%, 5% and 1% levels. The standard errors gave an indication of how
accurate the mean estimates were.
Extension: "Good" inventory management practice
As previously stated, agencies desire a steady supply of food. This will











Previously an agency would receive food from a particular store and there-
fi ge variation was high. In future agencies will receive a portion of the total
food, which has a much lower variation due to the central limit theorem.
It was seen that variation from day to day could be further reduced by im-
plementing different outflow operating policies. The idea is that each day
perishable products come in from stores but that this varies. When there is
a -low" day, non-perishable products are added in order to try and achieve
a more constant level of outflow.
In order to measure the success of an inventory management policy, the
standard deviation from day to day was used. Naturally, a lower standard
deviation would represent a better operating policy. The performance of
any "new" operating policy could be compared to the performance of the
previous model (termed "old" operating policy). In order to implement this,
the original code was simply manipulated. Now, within each week, a loop
was run which simulated day by day perishable inflows (using the distribu-
tion already determined), from which decision rules could be deduced. It
was important to run the two operating policies (old and new) in parallel
— the inflows are random, therefore it would be more accurate to compare
the operating policies with the exact same set of inflows rather than to have
the possibility of discrepancies in performance as a result of statistical vari-
ation. rfhe day by day outflows for the old operating policy were simply the
perishable inflows for the previous day added to o,I7. The 10%, 5% and 1%
levels were then calculated for the new operating policy as before in order
to also check the impact on these values. The coding is given in Appendix
A.1.2 at the end of the dissertation.
The decision rule that was tested operated by supplementing perishables
with non-perishables every time the inflow weight for the day fell below the
daily average. The daily average weight of food inflow was calculated by
adding the averages for perishable products and non-perishable products.
Let Q represent this quantity. Now let q, represent the actual inflow weight
for day i. The model first simulates q/. If q, falls below Q, then the weight
of non-perishable products distributed is (Q — qi falls below Q but
the amount of non-perishable product in storage is less than ( Q — 0, then
whatever is available in storage is distributed. Finally, if qi does not fall












There are five parts to the analysis.
1. Analysis of the "perishable" model.
2. Analysis of the "non-perishable" model.
3. From the analysis of these two models a simple rule is derived whereby
one can input perishable and non-perishable growth and evaluate the
warehouse size required. From this, warehouse requirements are esti-
mated for current and future operations.
4. A number of factors that can alter the results of the required warehouse
size are addressed.
5. Filially, the specific case of the Philippi warehouse is addressed along
with some of the extra complications encountered with it.
4.5.1 Analysis of the "Perishable" Model
An analysis of the warehouse requirements for current inflows (i.e. the
com-bined  inflows of the three merging operations) is first done, from which a
rule is derived that gives the storage requirements per average daily ton of
perishable inflow. Sensitivity analysis is then carried out.
Warehouse requirements for current inflows
Table 4.6 shows the results obtained for the current inflows. In each case,
the mean and standard deviations are given. Using these and a z-table,
values are calculated which will be exceeded, on average, 10%,  5% and 1%
of the time (again termed "cut-off " values). The only exception to this is
total storage, which was calculated by adding the ambient and cold storage
values. Thus, the .r% cut-off in this case does not represent the total storage
level that will be passed .1- % of the time, but the storage level required to
achieve .r% cut-off values for both cold and ambient storage.
It Call be seen that the storage space required for current perishable
products is small: 25m2, 18m2 and 431112 for cold, ambient and total storage
respectively at the 5% level. The amount of daily waste and packaging
to handle is similarly displayed. The amount of sorting can be determined
from the daily total as all perishable products need to be sorted. In addition,











Table 4.6: The amount of daily perishable inflow, storage required for per-
ishable products and the amount of daily waste and packaging required when
current inflows (without dairy and meat) are used
cleaning and defacing required. Due to the large number of suppliers, the
standard deviation is relatively small, resulting in only minor differences
between the mean and cut-off values.
For evaluating storage requirements after growth in inflows, a simple
rule was defined for the client whereby a certain amount of storage would
be required per average daily tonnage of inflow. This rule was based on the
1% cut-off level. Using current inflows, a daily average of 19.5 tons requires
roughly 26.9m2 of cold storage and 46.4m2 of total storage space for the
1% cut-off. This equates to 2.38m2 of storage space for every daily ton of
perishable products, and within this 1.38m2 of cold storage for every ton.
For this rule, the ratio alp is assumed constant. In reality, this ratio would
slightly decrease as more stores are added due to the central limit theorem.
However, as there is already a large number of stores contributing to inflows,
the decrease in alp would be negligible.
As previously mentioned (Section 4.3.4), currently no dairy and meat
products are received from supermarkets. Values for these were added to
the current inflows and the simple rule re-evaluated: 1.871112 of storage space











be for cold storage. The reason for the drop in storage space required (and
the small amount of change in cold storage) is that meat and dairy are a lot
denser than vegetables, fruit and bakery produce and therefore require less
space. it would also be expected for the cold storage figure to go up but
this is again offset by the increased density of the products.
Sensitivity
A lot of values input into the model were very uncertain. The sensitivity
analysis was focused on the more important of these values. Importance
was defined by: 1) the level of uncertainty, and 2) the contribution that
changes in this value would have on the end result. Due to the large iniount
of data for Feedback, their values were relatively accurate. Estimates for
Lions were based on client's judgement and reference to Feedback's data.
These estimates were therefore very uncertain. Also, since most of the food
volume comes from Lions, its contribution is significant. Attention was
therefore placed on Lions' estimates with regard to sensitivity. There were
three groups of approximations made for Lions:
1. The proportion of food types;
2. The recovery rates (proportion of food fit for consumption) of different
food types; and
3. The weight per store.
For each of these approximation groups, a range of feasible values were esti-
mated, from which two sets of values were chosen: one that would increase
values for objectives the most (termed -upper") and one that would decrease
values for objectives the most (termed "lower"). Current inflows with dairy
and meat from Lions was used as a -base", from which changes in storage
space could be evaluated.
The results for the 5% cut-off can be seen in Table 4.7. Each approxima-
tion shows the proportional change from the base to the lower and upper sets
of values. As the changes are given as proportions, one would expect similar
results for the 10% and 1% cases. Results show that the impact of vary-
ing food proportions has very little impact on the total amount of storage
space required. As recovery rates were very uncertain, these figures varied
significantly, which is reflected in the large changes in the amount of waste











when the average weight per Lions store is changed. All of these changes
can compound each other, which is why results are given as proportions.
For example, if the "upper" figures are achieved for "weight per store" awl
"recovery rate", daily total tonnage will go up by 1.09* 1.29 = 1.41. How-
ever, the values presented are extremes and the likelihood of realizing all
the "upper" or "lower" extremes in all approximation groups simultaneously
is low.
4.5.2 Analysis of the "Non-Perishable" Model
Varying outflow factors (see Section 4.4.2 and their impact On results are
first examined, after which the results of the inventory management rule
defined to improve performance are discussed. specific outflow factor is
then fixed for sensitivity analysis on non-perishable inflows. Within the












Table 4.10 in the appendix of this chapter shows the amount of storage space
(m2) required for current non-perishable inflows (from Feedback and Robin
Good) for different outflow factors and cut-off values. Due to repeating the
simulation a large number of times, the standard errors of these estimates
are relatively low, resulting in accurate estimates. Figure 4.9 illustrates the
storage floor space required for varying outflow factors and cut-off values.
It clearly shows how less storage space is required as the outflow factor
increases, as would be expected. The curve resembles a hyperbola with an
asymptote at an outflow factor of 1 and an asymptote at a storage floor space
of between approximately 35 and 60m2, depending on the cut-off used. A
daily standard deviation was also recorded for each outflow factor in order
to assess how the foodbank performs with regard to distributing consistent
daily food volumes. The day to day standard deviation was very similar for
all outflow factors, which is somewhat surprising. This is probably due to
the small contribution that non-perishable products make to daily weight
in comparison to that of the perishable contribution. The average daily
outflow is about 20 tons with non-perishables averaging only 1 ton per day.
In order to check the validity of the model, an outflow factor of 10 was
used. This produced a much higher standard deviation, which confirms











The inventory management rule (explained in Section 4.4.2) was then run
through the model with the results shown in Table 4.10 in the appendix
of this chapter. The required storage space was roughly equal to that of
when an outflow factor of 1.3 was used. Importantly, performance was
markedly improved as the standard deviation lowered from about 1.44 for
the outflow factors to 0.89. The inventory management rule was seen as
mostly exploratory, therefore it was decided to use an outflow factor of 1.5
for further analysis.
Sensitivity
In keeping with assessing assumptions that are both uncertain and have a
large impact on results, only the total mean and probability of large non-
perishable donations occurring in a week were changed. From this, another
simple rule is developed. Finally, the model  simplification of not considering
the expiry date of non-perishable product is addressed.
The total mean was varied from half its original value to four times its orig-
inal value, and the frequency was varied from half of the original frequency
to a frequency of 1. The results are shown in Table 4.11 in the appendix
of this chapter. Warehouse requirements increase slightly less than if they
were directly proportional to inflow means. The relationship between ware-
house requirements and the frequency of large donations is a peculiar one
(see Figure 4.10). Warehouse requirements seem to reach a peak at around
a probability of double the original value and then tail off again. This seems
to suggest that warehouse size is more sensitive to the size of large dona-
tions than their frequency. This is probably because the former would result
in higher peaks whereas the latter would result in more frequent but lower
peaks.
It was decided to again develop a simple rule for ease of use for the client.
Warehouse requirements are fairly constant for frequencies of between 0.08
n d 0.5 for large donations. As it is unlikely for the frequency to fall outside
this range, a constant value of 0.083 (the original frequency) was assumed
to be adequate for the rule. The resultant rule is that each average monthly
ton of inflow requires 4.54m2 of storage space. Note, however, that this rule
should be used with caution. Growth should only be evaluated in terms of an
increase in the means of smaller and larger donations and not an increase in











to be double the means and long-term means are estimated to be 2.5 times
current values.
The model simplification of not incorporating shelf-life is now considered.
Under current inflows, the 97.5 percentile for large non-perishable donations
is 73.5 tons. Using an outflow factor of 1.5, a maximum of 8 tons can be
distributed per week. Provided no other product is distributed over this
time, this product would take about 2 months to leave the warehouse. If
two average large donations were received in two successive weeks, a total of
87 tons would be obtained, which would take about 2.5 months to distribute.
From speaking to the Feedback logistics coordinator it seemed that the re-
maining shelf-life of the product was usually about 3 months. As the values
given above are on the "upper end" of the spectrum, the simplification of
shelf-life will generally be sound. Occasionally, product will need to leave
the warehouse quicker than would be obtained with an outflow factor of 1.5.
Results should remain fairly similar as inflows increase because outflows will










4.5.3 Formula for Required Warehouse Size
By combining the two simple rules for perishable and non-perishable inflows
(as described in Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2), as well as the function of warehouse
size against storage floor space, a simple function was determined in order
to calculate the amount of warehouse space required. Recall equation 4.1:
S = 0.000040)2 + 0.36w;, where s is the amount of storage space and w is
the warehouse size. Solving for w:
Equation 4.6 allows for quick and easy calculations, which is also beneficial
to the client for continued use. Using equation 4.6, current operations (with-
out meat and dairy) would require a warehouse of size 440m2, of which 27m2
is for cold storage. After short-term growth (see Sections 4.5.2 and 4.3.4)
warehouse requirements would be 950m2, of which 96m2  is for cold storage,
and after long-term growth warehouse requirements would be 1380m2, of
which 189m2 is for cold storage. Note that for these growth estimates, addi-
tional supermarket chains were assumed to have the same characteristics as
the supermarkets supplying Lions. Due to the significant uncertainty about
the mean weights from the supermarkets supplying Lions, the warehouse
size calculations were done again for the limits of what was considered to be
the possible range (150kg, 400kg). This only altered warehouse size by 14%
for the lower limit and 7%  the upper limit.
Equation ,I.6 was captured in Excel and current inflows with dairy and
meat from Lions was used as the starting point. The growth for perishables
and non-perishables were left as variables and the percentage growth for











this way for the client as they would have a better intuition for growth. By
simply adjusting the growth figures they can see the impact on warehouse
size.
4.5.4 Factors Influencing Warehouse Size Requirements
There are a number of factors (external and internal to the foodbank) that
can impact warehouse requirements that have not been considered in the
analysis so far. These are now discussed.
External factors
There is no data readily available for these external factors though it is still
important to consider how they may influence results.
• Economic factors. Changes in food prices may cause people to buy
more or less, resulting in more or less waste. Also, increases in food
prices may cause companies to manage their stocks more carefully,
resulting in less waste.
• Government regulation/law that impacts On donated food by compa-
nies. Laws that encourage companies to give food could have a signif-
icant impact On the amount of food received.
• The public image of the foodbank. This would impact on the generosity
of suppliers and thus food volumes. This has already been considered
through growth predictions.
• Com,petition from,similar NGO's. Suppliers may decide to give their
excess food to other organizations or individuals.
Internal factors
Internal factors are divided into those that would decrease the warehouse
size required and those that would increase the warehouse size required.
• Factors that would decrease the warehouse size required. One of the
difficulties with this analysis was that, a munber of cont ingency plans
are available which are not ideal to utilize, but which would decrease
the amount of storage space required. These would be particularly
helpful for temporary spikes in inflow. Some Of these include: increas-











areas; installing a mezzanine floor over non-storage areas where non-
perishable product could be stored; and, if there is a spike in non-
perishable product, to either rent temporary storage or negotiate the
delay of the pick-up from the supplier.
• Factors that would increase the warehouse size required. These include:
having a "buffer stock" for emergencies; supplementing donated food
from suppliers with purchased food; using space for initiatives such
as a juice machine; and attempting to smooth outflows using decision
rules on non-perishable products (Section 4.4.2).
In addition certain internal factors can either increase or decrease the
warehouse size required depending on how they are altered. A cut-off level
of 1% was used for perishable and non-perishable products. Different levels
would alter warehouse requirements. Also, the foodbank can control how
active they are in searching for additional food sources. The space available
will influence how active they are.
4.5.5 Warehouse Option at Philippi
Soon after the completion of the model an option arose at Philippi for a
warehouse with a floor area of 42001112, which was available for short- or
long-term lease. It performed very well on all other criteria and the question
was asked if it was of good size. Certain characteristics were unique to
Philippi which meant that the amount of storage space available needed to
be compared with that given from equation 4.1 on page 55. A floor plan
was done and individual values checked. Some minor differences were found,
however these differences seemed to balance each other out and the storage
space estimate from the equation WaS approximately the same as that from
the floor plan.
It was later recommended that the foodbank should lease the Philippi
warehouse (see Section 7.2). However, after this recommendation, it was
found that half of the space (600m2) could be leased rather than the full
1200m2. As current operations would fit into 6001112, the question was asked
as to whether it would be better to simply rent 600m2 of the space until the
other 600m2 was needed. This became a very time urgent question therefore
a simple and quick analysis was done.
At this stage there was an FBCT director and a funder in place for the
warehouse rental. Two options were put forward by the funder:
1. To lease 600m2 for 6 months, during which the other 600m2 could be











2. To lease 120011.12 for 6 months.
The methodology was to evaluate the expected impact for the two alter-
natives. Various scenarios were developed for each alternative and their
probabilities and outcomes measured. From this, the expected impact for
each was calculated. Three issues need consideration in the development
of scenarios: the valuation of outcomes, the random variables involved and
growth milestones.
Valuation of outcomes
In order to compare the impact of different scenarios, financial values Ivere
placed on various issues. These values were obtained through a series of
questions to the FBCT director. Below are the issues and their approxi-
mated financial values.
• If the 600m2 alternative is taken and someone moves into the adja-
cent 600m2, the alternative of later expanding into this area is taken
from FBCT. It is assumed that in the short to medium term 600m2
will be insufficient, therefore FBCT would ultimately have to move.
The cost of moving operations to another warehouse was estimated at
1130,000, based 011 the director's judgement. In addition, there is the
risk of finding a less ideal warehouse, which is exacerbated if there is
a rush to find this warehouse. This was seen as a major risk as the
warehouse found was seen as far superior to a number of alternatives
visit ed. The cost of finding a warehouse quickly (within two months)
was estimated at R250,000 , and if there was no urgency the cost was
estimated at R100,000. Finally, products would be turned away be-
cause the warehouse is full. This would damage FBCT's reputation
(estimated at R20,000 ).
• There are five offices available for the 1200m2 option but only two
for the 600m2 one. The extra office space was valued at R2,500 per
mont h.
• The option of building a refrigerated room will essentially be taken
away as the amount of capital required is not worth the risk of then
having to move. Refrigerated containers would therefore have to be
used instead. The cost of not being able to install a refrigerated room












It was seen that there were two random variables, which were each given
two possible outcomes for simplicity.
1. The growth of inflows could be either large or small. It was assumed
that there was a 60% chance of large growth.
2. If the 600m2 alternative were taken, there is a chance that someone
could move into the adjacent space. It was assumed that there was a
50%chance that someone would move in before 6 months were com-
pleted.
This results in four possible scenarios for the 6001112 case and two possible
scenarios for the 1200m2 case.
Milestones of growth
Two important milestones of growth are relevant.
1. When enough growth has occurred such that the 600m2 alternative is
full with racking installed. In order to lift products onto racking, a
forklift is required, which costs R10,000 per month.
2. When enough growth has occurred such that the 1200m2 alternative
is full on floor level storage. Pallet jacks, at a cost of R1,000 each, Call
beused to moveproducts around at floor level.
The cost of racking was ignored as it was seen that in the long run the same
amount of racking would be required and would thus impact all scenarios
equally. In addition, racking can be moved from warehouse to warehouse if
required. These milestones require taking all dairy and meat and on top of
this 30% 40% growth in perishables and non-perishables respectively.
If there is slow growth, it is assumed that none of these milestones will be
reached within 6 months. If there is fast growth it is assumed that the 30%
case will be reached after 3 months and the 40% case after 4 months.
Scenarios
The various scenarios under each alternative are now examined and their
outcome equated to financial gains or losses. Importantly, rental for the













For all scenarios under the 600m2 case, • forklift is required for 6
months as racking will be required from the beginning. Scenarios are:
1. There is large growth and someone moves into the adjacent space.
It is assumed that the adjacent space would be taken after 2
months. The probability of someone moving into the adjacent
space from now until the first two months of opening was cal-
culated to be 30% . As per the valuation of outcomes, costs (1)
(with a rushed move) and (3) would be inclined.
2. There is large growth arid 710-011e 'MOMS into the adjacent space.
Essentially, after two months (when the growth is observed), the
other 6001112 will be taken and operation will continue. This al-
lows four months of extra office space.
3. Small growth and someone takes the adjacent space. The proba-
bility of taking the adjacent, space is 50%. The cost of a move will
need to be factored in as eventually 600m2 will be too small, how-
ever the move would not be as rushed and there would therefore
not be a huge impact on lost food/reputation.
4. Small growth and no on e movesinto the adjacent space.Effec-
tively no extra costs or benefits are incurred as operations con-
tinue as usual.
• 1200m2
For each scenario there is the benefit of extra offices for 6 months.
Scenarios are:
1. Big growth. A forklift is required for 2 months and no extra costs
are incurred.
2. Small growth. A forklift will not be required and no extra, costs
are incurred.
Results
The expected nett equivalent financial implication (impact) for each alter-
native does not show overall benefit. For traditional business type problems,
a simple profit value could be looked at. Here the goal is rather qualitative
(establishing a foodbank to feed the hungry), therefore quantities only have











difference was therefore taken of the expected return of the 600m2 alterna-
tive subtracted from the 1200m2 alternative. This was found to be R23,000,
therefore the 1200m2 alternative was seen as being superior. It should also
be noted that there is less risk attached to the 1200m2 alternative as the
return has no variability. Therefore, if the decision-maker is risk averse,
which is usually the case, this would further enforce the 1200m2 alternative

















































The basic methodology for tackling the problem is first put forward. From
this, the necessary data becomes apparent. The available data is then ex-
plained, after which data analysis is carried out in order to extract the re-
quired information from the available data. The warehouse location model
is subsequently described and finally analysis is canied out both on the
location problem as well as related areas.
5.1 Methodology
The following would be required:
• Supplier and agency locations;
• A system for mapping these locations; and
• A method for calculating the travel cost between two locations.
An approach similar to that of Whiteman [1964b] was then used: an al-
gorithm was developed that would calculate the total transportation cost
depending on the coordinates of the warehouse. Necessary information (e.g.
supplier and agency locations) was input into Microsoft Excel and the al-
gorithm coded in VBA. By running a macro in VBA, a map of warehouse
coordinates was generated with the associated cost for each. From this, a
3-dimensional graph of transportation cost was calculated as per the coordi-
nates of the warehouse, from which the minimum could be determined and












The methodology for estimating travel costs is first presented. The mapping
system is then discussed, after which the data on suppliers and agencies is
explained.
5.2.1 Method for Calculating Travel Cost
The distance travelled between two points is used as a basis for calculating
travel cost. For simplicity, the Euclidean distance between points is used.
This distance is then multiplied by sonic "air to road" conversion factor that
would measure how much longer road distances between two points are than
air distances. A factor of about 1.3 was recommended as a general heuristic
[de Jong, 2008]. This value was also used by Whiteman [1964b] in a similar
problem.
In addition, road network data for the greater Cape Town area was
obtained[N1ans, 2008] and permission obtained from the City of Cape Town
for its use. Although this data was not directly used for calculating travel
distances, it was indirectly used, as will be later explained.
5.2.2 Mapping System
Some form of map with coordinates was required. The number of supplier
and agency locations ranged from about 450 for the current set-up to an
estimated 650 for the future set-up. In order to simplify the algorithm
for calculating travel cost and the data requirements for it, it was decided
to classify suppliers and agencies according to designated "regions". This
would also shorten computational time, as fewer destinations would be re-
quired for truck routes. This was seen as important as the complexity of
routing problems grows non-linearly with an increasing number of delivery
points. Compounding this is the desire to generate a "cost map" and to
run a sensitivity analysis, both of which require running the model a large
number of times. As will be shown in Section 5.2.4, future predictions for
agency locations were done using a poverty map, which was constructed
using -main place" levels, as defined by StatsSA [StatsSA, 2001]. There
are 42 "main place" levels in the Cape Town area of operation, which were
used as a proxy for the "regions". A shape file of the Western Cape with
main places was obtained{Mans, 2008] (see Figure 5.4 in the appendix of
this chapter). All spatial analysis was carried out using AccuGlobe, which












Suppliers could be split into those that supply perishables (typically retail-
ers) and those that supply non-perishables (typically manufacturers). It
was decided to omit manufacturers from the analysis. As they give much
larger volumes than regular suppliers do, large trucks would have to be hired
to collect this product rather than fitting it into a typical foodbank truck
route. The major cost would be the fixed cost of hiring the truck for a day,
therefore the variable cost incurred through travelling further for a different
warehouse location would be minimal. These costs would also be negligible
in comparison to the other logistical costs as manufacturers are visited far
less regularly than other suppliers are. A list of current and future supplier
locations is now given.
Current
Feedback had records on the weights and location of each of its suppliers.
Lions was supplied from a supermarket chain, for which locations were ob-
tained via their website. No detailed information was available for Robin
Good though Feedback's suppliers were simply scaled up by roughly 10% to
cater for this. This resulted in a total of 92 suppliers, which would need to
be visited daily.
Future
The long-term growth estimated in Section 4.3.4 is again assumed. Super-
markets were therefore scaled up by an additional 150%  to give a total of
191 suppliers. The number of suppliers in each region was then calculated
by scaling up the number of supermarkets in that region by 150% .
5.2.4 Beneficiary Agencies
Again, this is split into current and future locations.
Current
A list of current agencies, with their addresses, was obtained from Lions
and Feedback. Again, Feedback's agencies were scaled up to compensate for












Through research into the allocation model (Chapter 6) it was noted that the
foodbank would ideally like to allocate food in the Cape Town area according
to the level of poverty in each region. It WaS therefore decided to develop
a poverty map and to assume perfect correlation between the poverty share
per region (i.e. what proportion of the total poverty is in this region) and the
number of agencies in the region. The 2001 Census data was available, for
which poverty measures could be used. It was confirmed that although this
data is not recent, the change in poverty share distribution since then would
be minimal; therefore the data would be adequate [Mans, 2008]. Similarly,
this data would be adequate for estimating what the poverty distribution
would look like in the long-term (5 to 10 years). It was estimated that
growth would result in an increase of 25% in the number of agencies, as a
substantial portion of growth in weight would be aimed at increasing the
weight allocated to each agency. This resulted in 450 agencies.
5.3 Spatial Data Analysis
In order to proceed with creating a model that would estimate transporta-
tion cost, the following was required:
• Current suppliers and agencies would need to be classified by region;
• The poverty level for each region would be required to estimate the
number of future agencies;
• The geographical scope of operation would need to be defined; and
• The coordinates of the centres of regions would need to be determined
as well as their radii (By assuming that regions are circular, a measure
for travel distance between agencies within a region can be determined
using the radius of the region.).
Each of these is now discussed in the order given above.
5.3.1 Classification of Current Suppliers and Agencies
Addresses were z-ivailable for all suppliers and agencies, therefore each was
assigned to a region with the aid of a personal GPS. The only difficulty
found was that of the -Cape Town" main place. This main place can be











area of land is covered and this is over disjoint regions. This main place
also has the largest number of suppliers, making it an important region to
model accurately. This region was therefore split up into five smaller regions
and suppliers allocated accordingly. This was not done for future agencies
as future predictions relied on poverty data that was only available by main
place level.
5.3.2 Poverty map
The poverty level per main place was defined as the number of people living
below the Nlinimum Living Level (NILL), as defined by the Bureau of Mar-
ket Research [Bureau of Market Research, 1996]. This MLL is given as a
required monthly income per household size. If the household has an income
less than this, the members of the household are said to be in poverty. Table
5.1 shows the income level per household size.
Data on yearly household income for different household sizes was ob-
tained from the Census 2001 data from Stats SA. Importantly, the Minimum
Living Level data and census data are both defined for 2001 to prevent in-
flationary differences. This data was given for 14 annual income categories,
which are shown in Table 5.6 in the appendix of this chapter. Each income
category represented had its own table of data, resulting in 14 tables. Each
of these tables had as its rows the main places of the Western Cape and as
its columns the household size. Each cell gave the number of people for a
given household size and main place. The monthly N1LL's were converted
into yearly MLL's by simply multiplying by 12 so that these could be com-











income categories could not be asked for, which resulted in MLL's
inside income categories. For simplicity, a Uniform distribution of people
over each income category was assumed. Therefore, for example, if the in-
come category for a particular household size was R0 111000 and the MLL
was R400, then 40%) of the population in this category would be classified
as being in poverty.
The proportion of people in poverty per household size and income cate-
gory is given in Table 5.2. The number of poor people in each region was
calculated as follows: let ..ruk be the number of households in region i, in-
come category j and of household size k; let pjk be the proportion of poor
people hi income category j and household size k; and let zi be the number
of poor people in region i. Then zi = j k.rukpjk
5.3.3 Geographical Scope of Operation
Inherent in the poverty map are statistics of population and the number
of poor people per region. Using this, as well as the boundaries of the
future Cape Winelands District FoodBank, an estimated area of operation
was defined (at the time of research a foodbank was being developed for
the Cape Winelands District, whose geographical boundaries were clearly












5.3.4 Centres of Regions and Radii
Once the geographical scope was defined, the coordinates of the centre point
and the radius of each region were estimated through observation (Accu-
Globe had a measuring tool to assist with radius approximations). Radii,
and particularly midpoints, were adjusted according to where human activ-
ity was concentrated within a region (which was approximated using the road
network shown in Figure 5.7 in the appendix of this chapter), as clearly this
would influence collection and delivery locations. This was most notable for
the -Cape Town" main place/region as this encompassed Table Nlountain.
5.4 Description of Warehouse Location Model
A large amount of flexibility was aimed for in the model, such that a wide
range of parameters (including those relating to the secondary objectives
defined in Sect ion 2.4) could be adjust ed to view t heir impact on total cost .
This aided either in sensitivity analysis of the parameters or in deciding what
to set t hese parameters at. Major logistical cost contributors were identified
through working with FBCT's logistical coordinator and were categorized
as either fixed (e.g. logistical management) or variable (e.g. petrol costs,
driver salaries and capital expenditure on vehicles). It was decided only
to model variable costs. As all variable costs were seen as being roughly
directly proportional to distance travelled, only petrol costs (which were
assumed directly proportional to distance travelled) were modelled. Section
5.5.7 then addresses how the total variable cost will increase by taking into
account the other variable costs, though importantly relative differences in
variable costs will remain unchanged.
An overview of the model is first given, after which the details of the
procedure are explained. Generally, simplicity and accuracy with respect
to actual operations are aimed for (routing at FBCT is currently done
predominantly  through human intuition) in the algorithm rather than efficiency
in attempting to minimize travel distance (through advanced algorithms).
Cost improvements could later be obtained through using better routing
algorithms. Importantly, these changes would not significantly alter the
optimal warehouse location as better routing algorithms would decrease to-












5.4.1 Overview of Model
For the purposes of warehouse location supplier and agency routes were
calculated separately. The result would be a slight over-estimation Of total
cost, incurred through extra travelling to the warehouse; however the relative
difference of total cost between location points should remain the same. The
algorithm is therefore identical for suppliers and agencies; the only difference
being that transportation costs to visit all suppliers are multiplied by six
to obtain weekly cost as suppliers are visited six days of the week whereas
agencies are visited once a week. In explaining the algorithm, reference
will be made to agencies, though the same applies for suppliers. The total
logistical cost is calculated as follows.
1. The total dist ance covered is first estimated. This is divided into two
parts:
(a) Calculating the distance covered by "region trips". A region trip
is defined as a truck delivering its entire product to one region
before returning to the warehouse. The algorithm seeks to first
construct as many region trips to each of the regions as possible
before constructing routes of agencies over different regions. This
is roughly how routing currently occurs at FBCT. The rationale
is that agencies in the same region are usually closer to each
other than to agencies in other regions. The maximum possible
number of region trips to each region is therefore calculated and
nmltiplied by the distance per trip to that region. This is then
summed over all regions to give the total distance covered.
(b) Use the Clarke-Wright routing algorithmClarke arid Wright /1962]
to calculate the remaining distance. The Clarke-Wright routing
algorithm would subsequently be used to establish truck routes
for the remaining agencies.
2. Estimates are placed on travel time per kin, fuel consmnption, fuel
cost, etc. Then, using the total distance covered, the total fuel cost
can be estimated as well as the number of trucks required.
5.4.2 Detailed Description of Procedure
A list of starting assumptions and constants is first required. These can be
found in the appendix of this chapter, along with other relevant symbols











First, the distance covered by region trips is calculated, after which the
remaining distance is calculated with the Clarke-Wright algorithm. The
total transportation cost is subsequently determined. Within the calculation
of distance covered by region trips, there is a more intricate calculation for
the distance between agencies in the same region, which is explained at the
end of this section. In addition, a pick-up radius was incorporated, whereby
agencies within a certain radius of the warehouse would collect from it. The
details of how this was calculated is given in the appendix of this chapter.






























The constants assumed for the analysis are first discussed, followed by the
results for warehouse location and relevant sensitivity analysis. Related
areas of analysis are then explained, including trucking requirements, the
number of deliveries per week and pick-up radius. In addition, consideration
is given as to how transportation costs, which are estimated by the model,
can be adjusted to include other logistical costs in order to give a sense of
the magnitude of total costs incurred.
5.5.1 Constants Assumed
Table 5.3 gives the values assmned for the constants that have not yet been
dealt with. This information came predominantly from the FBCT director
and FBCT logistical coordinator. This resulted in each truck visiting a max-
imum of either 29 agencies or 16 suppliers per day, which was in accordance
with daily Feedback routes given by their logistical coordinator.
5.5.2 Results
The total transportation cost was systematically calculated for each grid
point over a grid of (x, y) coordinates. These coordinates went up in in-
crements of 1 kilometre. (33 x 26) grid points were sampled, covering a
rectangular area from Noordhoek in the South-West to Brackenfell in the











ter. The resulting grid of costs was generated for (1) current agencies and
suppliers and (2) future agencies and suppliers. Due to the approximations
of the model the proximity of grid points, any interpolation beyond the
grid points would add little further value.
Figure. 5.9 in the appendix of this chapter shows a scatter plot of cost
for the current set-up. The minimum for "current" was R22,500 monthly
while the minimum for "future" was R48,500. The minimum for "future"
was 6 kilometres East of the "current" minimum). The reason for the large
difference in minimum cost estimates between "current" and -future" is
partly due to increased operations, though also due to increased weights per
store in the future (it is anticipated that proportionally more supermarkets
will be visited in the future). At the same time the average truck size was
left constant (at 2 tons), meaning that the number of suppliers or agencies
per trip dropped substantially, resulting in more trips being required. In
reality, larger trucks could be purchased in the future, which would lower
transportation costs.
The reason for the large difference between current and future ideal
location is as follows: "Poverty is centred on two areas:
1. The Cape Town main place (22% ) (unfortunately more precise data is
unavailable to further break up this large region)
2. The main places of Mitchell's Plain, Guguletu, Khayelitsha, Nyanga,
Crossroads and Langa (61%), which are highlighted in Figure 5.10 in
the appendix of this chapter.
Currently 4:3% of agencies are in the Cape Town main place while only 36%
are in area 2 above. The Cape Town main place is to the \Vest while area
2 is to the East. As the geographical agency spread shifts from the current
set-up to one that closer reflects actual poverty distribution, so the ideal
warehouse location shifts toward the East."
Taking into account the approximations of the model and the fact that it
is highly unlikely to be able to have a warehouse at the exact coordinates of
the -minimum" as predicted by the model, it was decided that total costs
within 5% of the minimum would be seen as the "ideal" zone. Consideration
would then need to be given to the extra cost incurred for warehouses outside
of this zone. If the cost function is assumed circular, a 7 kilometre radius for
"current" and a 5 kilometre radius for "future" would result. This resembles
a relatively large area and is similar to the results from Whiteman [19644











flat" . This resembles a quadratic function where the slope increases as
the coordinates move further away from the minimum or maximum. This
would he expected as the cost function is largely a function of the sum of
squared distances from the various regions, which would produce a quadratic
function.
It was therefore decided to use a weighted sum of the current and future
costs generated from their respective macros in order to give an "overall
ideal". "Future" costs were first scaled so that the minimum was equal to
the 'current" minimum. "Current" and -future" costs were then directly
comparable so that they could be scaled according to their perceived impor-
tance. There were a number of reasons for placing more emphasis on the
ideal future location:
• The goal is to lease a warehouse that will be ideal for the long-term
as the cost of moving operations is substantial (see Section 4.5.5).
• The transition from the ciffrent agency profile to the -future" agency
profile is expected to happen quickly (within two years), due to the
transition from initially merging three organizations and their agencies
to becoming a much more "Cape Town representative" foodbank.
• The 5% cost radius is smaller for "future", indicating that differences
in location are more sensitive for this case, as well as the total trans-
portation costs being higher due to increased operations. Therefore
differences between actual and the ideal future locations are more
costly than differences between the actual and ideal cinTent locations.
A weight of 2 was therefore placed on "future" costs and a weight of 1 on
-current" costs. The "overall" minimum was then given as 1122,700 at (-40;
-62), the same location of the future ideal, with a 5% radius of 6 kilome-
tres. Intuitively, the overall ideal coordinates would have been expected
to be a weighted sum of the current and future coordinates, giving (-42;
-62). The difference is partly because the slope of the current cost map was
more gradual East of its ideal, but also due to minor variations in the cost
estimates.
In order to visualize all of this in a more practical sense, Google Earth was
used. Figure 5.1 shows the "Current" ideal, "Future" ideal (which is also
the "Overall" ideal) and "Philippi warehouse" (to be discussed in the next











major highway intersections near the overall ideal, one 4 kilometres to the
North-West and one 6 kilometres to the South-East (the border of the 5%
zone). Ideally the warehouse should be situated near a major intersection
for ease of accessibility to different areas. Taking into account the road
structure, a new rough ideal zone can thus be classified as the polygon that
the N2 and AI7 make around the overall ideal location, with the warehouse
preferably near one of these intersection points. In addition this area could
extend a little past the intersection point to the North-West. Also to be
considered is that more industrial land is available here and that property,
and therefore warehouse rentals, would be cheaper in this polygon compared
to the current ideal in Rondebosch East, a residential area. The overall
petrol costs associated with a warehouse theoretically at the coordinates of
these two intersections was R22,900 per month for the West location and
1123,300 for the East location. There are therefore no major differences
between the two, though the former would be preferred.
Once the analysis into ideal location was complete, the option at Philippi
came up. The cost estimate at the Philippi warehouse coordinates were then
computed -t.nd compared to the "curmit", -future" and "overall" minimums.
It was found to be 5.4%, 3.6% and 3.7% higher than these respectively. In
addition, the Philippi warehouse is near the South-East intersection.
5.5.3 Sensitivity Analysis
A number of assumptions have been made through the modelling process,
predominantly around supplier and agency locations (Sections 5.2.3 and
5.2.4 respectively). Values for constants were also assumed (Section 5.5.1).
These can be broken into:
1. Assumptions that alter total cost but not relative differences between
locations, such as air to road factor (0), petrol price; and
2. Assumptions that alter relative differences, such as the location of
suppliers and agencies and the problem structure.
In evaluating warehouse location, attention will be placed on the second set
of assumptions. With regard to the location of suppliers and agencies, the
-current" set-up is fairly certain; and although there is uncertainty around
the future set-up, this is minor. The major uncertainty for the second set
of assumptions is around problem structure and is typical of "soft" OR.
An example of one such uncertainty is the possibility of utilizing the ex-




















the distribution centre (DC) of franchise supermarkets filled with product,
distribute it and then come back empty. It has been suggested that when
the delivery trucks drop off food at stores, they simultaneously pick up their
stores' -waste". The foodbank could then simply send large trucks to the
DC's every day to pick up the food rather than having to go to every su-
permarket. This would clearly have a large impact and saving on logistics,
though it would change the structure of the problem by merging a number
of suppliers into one collection point at a different location to the super-
markets. If this strategy were to be implemented, transportation costs for
visiting suppliers would drop and the warehouse would therefore be better
placed closer to agencies.
The use of depots for delivery is another suggestion that was put forward
that would alter the structure of the problem. This proposal is to send food
to strategically situated depots, from which a number of agencies can collect,
rather than delivering directly to them or having them collect from the
warehouse. This policy would shift the location of the warehouse closer to
suppliers if implemented. As an extension, some sort of Bayesian approach
could be used whereby results Of different set-ups are analysed along with
their probabilities, though this is difficult and time consuming to model.
The coordinates of the warehouse were then set to those of Philippi and
supplier and agency locations set according to the "current" set-up. The
trucking requirements were assessed, after which the number of deliveries
perweek and pick-up radius were altered in order to view their impact on
transportation costs. Although these issues are not relevant to the problem
of warehouse location they were identified as secondary objectives in Section
2.4. Even though the current set-up was used, the same results can he
expected for other set-ups. The details and results of these considerations
are now explained in the ensuing sections.
5.5.4 Trucking requirements
It is clear that the more agencies or suppliers that are visited per trip,
the lower overall logistical costs will be, as fewer trips are required back
to the warehouse to re-load or off--load. Therefore, the optimal truck size
will be to have a truck that is just big enough to be out on the road for
a full day (cold chain preservation was said to not be an issue by FBCT
staff as refrigerated trucks would be acquired for product that require this).
However, through discussions with staff at FBCT the maximum truck size











being too cumbersome for the areas visited. In addition, room should be
allowed for statistical variation. Also, average weights/volumes differ per
agency or supplier therefore a range of truck sizes may he optimal.
The timing constraint (see page 103) allowed for a maximum of 29 agencies
or 16 suppliers to be visited per day under the current set-up (see page 106).
The truck load constraint allowed for 10 agencies or 15 suppliers to be visited
per day (see page 103). Taking into consideration that suppliers and agencies
could be mixed on a route and that multiple trips could occur on the same
day by the same truck, it was calculated that one truck could either visit 15
suppliers and 2 agencies per day (truck capacity would allow for 15 suppliers
with 1/16 of a day left for agencies, which equates to approximately 2 extra
agencies) or 20 agencies per day (by factoring in travel time back to the
warehouse and load time, it was calculated that 2 trips of 10 agencies each
could roughly be done per day). There are 92 suppliers that need to be
visited per day and 60 agencies per day, which results in 8.52 2-ton trucks
being required (rounded to 9). Truck requirements would decrease through
improved routing or further mixing of suppliers and agencies along the same
route. However there should probably also be an extra truck on standby.
This results in 9 or 10 trucks being required.
These calculations are quick and rough in order to establish the order
magnitude of the logistics requirements. The actual problem is much more
complex and would consist of assessing actual routes and the current fleet
of vehicles. Importantly, the assumption of an homogeneous set of vehicles
would affect the day-to-day routing specifics and total cost incurred, though
not the relative costs between locations and hence the optimal warehouse
location.
5.5.5 Deliveries per week
The number of deliveries to agencies per week was compared with the in-
crease in cost incurred to the foodbank. Intuitively, it may seem that a
doubling of the number of deliveries per week would result in a doubling
of the cost in supplying them; however as deliveries per week increase so
volume per delivery decreases and therefore more agencies can be supplied
per trip, resulting in increased efficiencies (provided there is sufficient time
remaining in the day to increase the number of delivery points). Table 5.7
in the appendix of this chapter shows the cost of delivering to agencies for












The pick-up radius (see the appendix of this chapter for how this was calcu-
lated) was varied in order to view the impact on the savings to the foodbank
and the cost to the agencies. Table 5.4 shows the results. It can be seen
that while a small pick-up radius results in roughly equal quantities of sav-
ings to the foodbank and costs to agencies, the overall logistics are hardly
changed (a 5 kilometre pick-up radius alters total transportation costs by
4%. As this pick-up zone increases, naturally costs decrease for the food-
bank, though the cost to agencies increases non-linearly with FBCT saving.
If there are no deliveries and all agencies pick up from the foodbank, R1,700












5.5.7 Converting Distance Travelled to Total Variable Cost
So far only petrol costs have been assessed. Other variable costs were listed
in Section 5.4.1 and included driver salaries, vehicle maintenance and capital
expenditure on vehicles. Vehicles are generally donated to the foodbank
therefore capital expenditure is ignored. Vehicle maintenance was estimated
at R2,000 per month per vehicle while the monthly driver salary was set at
R4,500 per month. Nine vehicles with presumably nine monthly salaries
would come to R58,500. The modelled monthly petrol cost at Philippi for
this case was found to be R23,700, giving a total of R82,200 per month.














Symbols are split into "starting assumptions and constants" and those de-
rived from the "starting assumptions and constants".
Starting assumptions and constants
• Decision variables:
— (xo) x coordinate of the warehouse
— (yo) y coordinate of the warehouse
• Constants:
— (a) Number of deliveries per week
— (0) Weight of distribution per week
— (d) Truck capacity
— (p) Petrol price
—(1) Fuel consumption (km per 1)
— (c) Travel time per km
— (g) Time at agency (to deliver food)
— (h) Working time per day
— (1) Time to load truck (when it leaves the warehouse)
— (7) Proportion of region covered
— (0) Air to road factor
• Region information (i = 1 to n denotes the region):
— (xi; yi) Midpoint for region i
— (ri) Radius for region i












• ( wi) The road distance from the warehouse to the midpoint of each
region i
• (vi) The average distance between agencies in a specific region i
• (p) The average number of agencies visited per trip
• (A) The average weight at each agency
• (147) The average distance from the warehouse to the first and last
agency
• ( V) The average distance in-between agencies
• ( Ui) The number of region trips to region i
• (4) The number of left over agencies in region i
• (T) The average region trip length to each region i
• (T) The total distance covered to visit either all suppliers or agencies
Calculation of Pick-up Zone
Agencies within a given pick-up radius of the warehouse would need to collect
food rather than have it delivered to them. In order to calculate the total
transportation cost for the foodbank and for agencies for a given radius, a
number of calculations are required:
• The number of agencies in each region that will collect;
• The distance each agency needs to travel:
• The new distance for the foodbank to travel to a region (this will
change as the centre of the part of the region that does not pick-up is
further away than the "old" centre); and
• For regions where the centre point has changed (see previous bullet),
the new coordinates of the centre point will be required for use in the
Clarke-Wright algorithm.











Calculating the number of agencies in each region that will collect
For each region, a proportion of the agencies would need to collect food from
the foodbank rather than having it delivered, depending on the distance of
the agency from the foodbank. Figure 5.3 shows the pick-up "zone" for
agencies as a circle with radius x centred at the warehouse. Intersecting this










The above formula only works when the two circles "neatly" overlap. Extra
stipulations needed to be inserted to make sure that the function behaved










Calculating the pick-up distance for agencies and drop-off distance
for the foodbank Incidentally, the pick-up zone impacts the distance
needed to travel from the warehouse to a specific region, as the centre of
the part of the region that does not pick-up is further away than the "true"
centre. Depending on which scenario the area falls under (as previously
defined), different formulae will be required to calculate the pick-up distance
for agencies and the drop-off distance for the foodbank.
• Scenario I : If the "pick-up zone" intersects with the region, then
the closest agencies to the warehouse will pick up while the furthest
agencies will need to be delivered to. An estimate of the new -centre"
of the region to travel to can be given by the midpoint between points
a and b on Figure 5.3. The new distance to travel to the first agency
and to travel back to the warehouse after visiting the last agency would










• Scenario 2: If there is no intersection the usual Euclidean distance is
reverted to for both pick-up and drop-off.
• Scenario 3: For pick-up the usual Euclidean distance is used; drop-off
is not required as the proportion of pick-up will be I.
• Scenario 4: The best estimate for the distance for pick-up is 0.92x,
which is the average value for the distance from any point in a circle
to the centre [de Jong, 2008]. For drop-off, the Euclidean distance
between the centre of the region and the warehouse seemed too high
as in routing the first and last agency would tend to be close to the
warehouse. As a result the maximum of the distance between agencies
(vi) and x was used. This would probably be slightly less than the
"true" value, but the increase in precision gained for a better measure
is negligible considering this is a special case when the pick-up radius
is small, and even when it is so, it only impacts the region within
which it is contained.
A summary of the proportions and distances for pick-up and drop-off are
given in Table 5.5.
Calculating coordinates for the Clarke-Wright algorithm The co-
ordinates for the centre of regions where agencies travel from when picking
up is not required as these trips are simply to the warehouse and back and
the distance is therefore sufficient. Similarly, drop-off coordinates for sce-
narios 2, 3 and 4 are not required as the drop-off centre points would be the
same as before. Therefore all that is required is the coordinates of the new
drop-off centre and pick-up centre for scenario I, which is now explained



























































































Decision Support for the
Allocation of Food Resources
Unfortunately, in South Africa, the demand for food from the foodbank far
out-weighs the supply. The aim of this research was therefore to create
a model to assist FoodBank Cape Town with allocating food resources to
potential recipient agencies such that humanitarian benefit is maximized.
Due to the ill-defined nature of the problem, it was decided that the best
approach would be to facilitate a series of workshops for FBCT representa-
tives in order to construct the model. This would help better structure the
problem and importantly also create ownership for the participants.
Section 6.1 details the composition of the participants. The model build-
ing is then split into two parts: Section 6.2, which describes the overall
model; and Section 6.3, which describes in detail a critical component of the
model, scoring an agency using MCDM. Sections 6.4 and 6.5 then describe
how the model is optimized and how the model will be implemented.
6.1 Description of Workshop Participants
An important part of the process was selecting participants, particularly
considering that one of the facets of foodbanking stressed by GFN was the
need for community ownership and inclusiveness. There were already a
number of people in the Cape Town Foodbank Forum meetings who held
prominent roles in organizations with feeding programmes. This group of
people was ideal for participation in the workshops for a number of reasons:
1. They understood both what foodbanking was about as well as the











2. They had valuable "on-the-ground" experience of feeding and devel-
oping underprivileged people;
3. They had an understanding of the South African NGO context and
the kinds of agencies the foodbank would most like to support; and
4. They came from a diverse range of organizations, which would result
in different viewpoints and therefore insightful discussion.
In addition, through humanitarian networks with those in the forum, other
people who held similar positions could be reached. Importantly, represen-
tatives from Feedback attended. This was critical for two reasons.
1. They had a number of years of experience of operating as a quasi-
foodbank. In this capacity, they needed to make decisions about who
should be given food as well as how much. In dealing with this prob-
lem, they had already developed some of their own criteria.
2. Their staff would eventually work for the foodbank. Throughout the
process, they had two members who were actively involved: one was
set to become the Cape Town Foodbank Director and the other would
become the Agency Liaison and would be responsible for food allo-
cation. The importance of such key decision-makers' participation is
stressed in great length in the literature on soft OR techniques as it
would ultimately create buy-in into the model and therefore a greater
desire to use it.
6.2 Model Description
This section describes the overall model developed and in so doing indicates
how the agency score is incorporated. The objective is to maximize the
total humanitarian benefit derived from food distribution, where the decision
variables are the weights of food to be given to each agency. When giving
food to an agency, benefit is derived from:
• The agency handling it, through the effectiveness and efficiency of its
operation (aggregate benefit denoted Ai for each agency); and
• The region being served, defined as a geographical area with an asso-
ciated proportion of poverty, as FBCT has a goal to distribute food in
accordance with the spread of overall poverty over the greater Cape











Total humanitarian benefit is subsequently modelled as an additive function,
summing the benefits derived from each agency and each region. Food is
indirectly allocated to regions by allocating food to agencies that supply to
those regions. The total benefit (denoted T) is given as:
where 0 < < 1 is a constant used to scale the total benefits from agencies
and regions so that they are comparable with each other and have appropri-
ate weighting (details of æ are given in Section 6.2.3). The modelling of Ai
and Ri will now be explained, after which some of the details are examined.
6.2.1 Modelling Agency Benefit (Ai)
Each agency has a certain desired weight of food, denoted Mi. Let xi be the
weight of food given to agency i. Then zi = xi//t/i is the proportion of need
satisfied for agency i. A value function was used to determine the associated
value of meeting a certain proportion of need. For simplicity, this function
is assumed to be the same across all agencies and is denoted as V(z) (details
of V(z) are given in Section 6.2.3).
For a specific agency i, the value calculated from V(z) will need to be
scaled according to the size of the agency in order to determine the actual
humanitarian benefit realized. Assume, for example, that agency 1 requires
t times as much food as agency 2 (i.e. /1/i = tA/2) and that they are identical
in all other regards. It was decided that there would be t times as much
value in satisfying proportion p of agency 1's need as there would be in
satisfying proportion p of agency 2's need. V(z) is therefore scaled by the
size of the need of the agency, M.
In evaluating an agency's effectiveness and efficiency, there are a number
of potentially conflicting criteria. An MCDM process was therefore used to
score agencies from 0 to 100 (see Section 6.3). Let Si be the score for agency
i. U(S) (see Section 6.2.3 for details) is then the function that denotes the
value of giving food to an agency with score S.
Both MV(z) and U(Si) have a ratio interpretation as they range from
0 (no worth) to 100 (maximum worth), with intermediary values being in
proportion to these values. The total benefit from giving food to agency












As only the relative proportion for each region is important, different
poverty measures can easily be alternated. At current a poverty measure
was developed in Chapter 5, which measured the number of poor people per
"main place" level. However this measure may prove to be too coarse, in
which case the same measure can be used by "sub place" level. Another
possible, more accurate poverty measure, is a poverty gap. This adds up
all the differences between poor peoples' income and the poverty line for an
area, therefore giving the amount of money required for an area to lift all
their people out of poverty.
6.2.3 Modelling Details
The details of the constants and functions given in the model are now pre-
sented, though research into this area is still continuing. Currently, a sample
of agencies (chosen to represent a broad spectrum of the kinds of agencies
the foodbank encounters) are completing a trial questionnaire (available on
the attached CD) in order to illicit agency scores, region information and
food needs. Using the information from this questionnaire, different cali-
brations of functions and constants will be tested and shown to participants
until they are satisfied that the model functions appropriately.
Scaling Constant,
The constant a is yet to be determined. As it is difficult to place an intuitive












Desired weight of food for agency i,
Currently, the foodbank aims to supply a proportion of an agency's feeding
activity. The desired weight of food is therefore the total weight of food
an agency provides to its beneficiaries, however the foodbank only aims to
support up to one meal per day. On a weekly interval M is therefore given
as pdw, where p is the number of people served per meal, d is the number
of days of the week that meals are provided, and w is the weight per meal.
It is envisioned that this function could later be adjusted to incorporate
other sources of food an agency acquires so as to better determine what an
agency "needs" from the foodbank. Another possible extension is to assess
how many more meals agencies could be providing if they had the available
food resources.
Value of giving proportion z of food to an agency, V(z)
Through the workshops, it was determined that this function would be sig-
moidal (see Figure 6.1). Participants stated that if only a small proportion
of an agency's need is met, there is relatively very little value in this. For
this reason there is a certain minimum threshold level a which is the mini-
mum amount of food that should be given to an agency if any food is given
at all. On the other hand, once a large proportion of need is satisfied the
marginal return on extra food received decreases. Participants placed a
tentative value of 40% on a. Other details of the function are still to be
completed.
Value of giving food to an agency with score S, U(S)
If utility (y-axis) and score (x-axis) both range from 0 to 100, then this
function will be continuously increasing over (0; a) and (100; 100), where a
is some constant giving the percentage value of giving food to an agency
with score 0 in comparison to an agency with score 100. The remaining
details of the function will be determined before other calibrations by ask-
ing participants to compare perceived values of differently scoring agencies,
predominantly to determine whether the function is linear or how it may
deviate from linearity.
Value of giving proportion yIN of food to a region, (1)(yIN)
It was determined through the workshops that. if utility (y-axis) and pro-











Figure 6.1: Plot of the utility in satisfying different levels of proportion of
agency need satisfied
function is concave from (0; 0) to (100; 100). The remaining details of the
function (i.e. degree of concavity) will also be determined before other cal-
ibrations by asking participants to compare perceived values of different
proportions of need satisfied.
6.3 Developing a Scoring System for Agencies
The specific MCDM methodology used for scoring was Multi-Attribute Value
Theory (MAVT), which develops scores as a weighted sum of values for cri-
teria (i.e. the score for an agency i can be denoted by Si = Ek 217k7ik(i),
where wk is the weight of criterion k depicting its relative importance, and
fuk(i) is the value score of agency i for criterion k). The criteria, their value
scores and their associated weights were developed by facilitating a series
of five 3-hour workshops. In between these workshops there was back-room
analysis as well as occasional extra questions/work for the participants.
The process that participants were taken through is first explained (Sec-
tions 6.3.1 and 6.3.2), after which the resultant criteria are presented in











by-step manner, in reality previous steps were often revisited.
6.3.1 Developing Criteria and Scenarios
The first three workshops were used to develop criteria and define the par-
ticular scenarios that could be realized under criteria.
Introductions and opening statements
The process began with a brief introduction of the process and a chance for
participants to say whom they were and what they hoped to achieve. This
helped in introducing participants as well as gaining an understanding of
their views and backgrounds. Some of the main objectives for individuals
were:
1. For food allocation to be open and transparent and to be based on
explicit criteria rather than favouritism;
2. A desire to see and learn how food will be allocated in a very large
and complex setting;
3. To possibly use the resultant model for food allocation at other com-
munity foodbank forums; and
4. To compare the individuals' organization's criteria with the end cri-
teria of the process as well as other organizations' criteria so that
improvements to their own organizations could be made.
Brainstorming session and clustering
The acronym "CAUSE- (criteria, alternatives, uncertainty, stakeholders and
environment) [Belton and Stewart, 2002] was displayed and explained. This
acronym provides a framework for structuring problems in an MCDM con-
text. A question was also displayed as a starting point for generating ideas.
This question was:
"What are the important factors to be considered when deciding:
1. To which agencies to give food;
2. How much food to give; and











Blank paper was placed on a wall and split up into the different categories
of CAUSE. Individuals were then given post-its to write ideas down and
stick them on the wall according to where they fitted in under the CAUSE
categories. Participants were encouraged to place similar ideas next to each
other. Once this was done, the group, with the aid of the facilitator, contin-
ued to group similar ideas together until general clusters were established.
Attention was then focused on the category "Criteria", under which general
clusters were further grouped where applicable. These general clusters were
termed "main criteria" and had "sub criteria" under them.
Operational definitions of criteria
Once the main criteria were established, participants were split into groups
and asked to write a short description of what the best imaginable scenario
for a particular criterion would look like; what the worst imaginable scenario
would look like; as well as two or three intermediate scenarios. This discus-
sion helped to provide a clear definition as to what was meant by specific
criteria and formed the basis for different scenarios under criteria.
Defining main and sub criteria in more detail
After the initial round of defining main and sub criteria, participants were
able to openly debate the validity of certain criteria and refine what was
originally put forward. Part of the back-room analysis involved identifying
and suggesting criteria that Feedback (one of the merging organizations)
had previously developed and used but were not mentioned in the workshop.
The following concept was repeatedly presented to participants in order to
determine whether criteria were important or not: "Imagine you have only
one meal available and you need to decide which one of two hungry people to
give it to. These two people are identical in terms of all criteria except the
one in question. Would knowledge of the new criterion help you to decide
whom to give the meal to? If so, the criterion is important. If not, then it
is not  It was also important to remind participants that although poverty
was not measured in the agency score it would be measured at an area level.
Therefore, when comparing two people, it would need to be assumed that
they come from the same area. However, even though area is used as a proxy
for poverty, two people in the same area could differ in poverty depending on
the presence of another criterion. In this case, the presence of the additional












Early in the process, challenges arose due to a lack of continuity with the
participants (of the six attendees at the second workshop, only two were
at the first workshop). This was generally due to participants sending in
colleagues in their place. This resulted in debate and confusion around
the outcomes of the first workshop and progress was hampered. In order
to prevent a re-occurrence of these problems, the group decided that there
would be no new participants for subsequent workshops. A core of reliable
members was then achieved and the process progressed smoothly for the
remainder of its duration.
6.3.2 Scoring Scenarios and Weighting Criteria
Each end-level criterion (defined as a criterion with no sub criteria) required
a scoring system for its scenarios and a weight that would specify its relative
importance to other end-level criteria. The concepts of scoring and weight-
ing were introduced to participants and a couple of criteria were scored as
a group exercise. In this process the criteria were further refined where
necessary. Two workshops were conducted for this part of the process. In
order to minimize workshop time a questionnaire (given on the attached
CD) was constructed for participants to complete in between workshops.
This questionnaire was aimed at eliciting the remaining scores and weights
as well as checking for any potential preferential dependencies between cri-
teria. The latter workshop was used to go over these results and make
necessary changes. This also allowed for debate between participants due to
any differences in opinion.
Scoring
Criteria were scored from 0 to 100. The best-case scenario under a certain
criterion would receive a score of 100 while the worst-case scenario would
receive a score of 0 (best-case being the most deserving of food support).
Participants were asked to picture the increase in value in going from the
worst-case to the best-case scenario (a range of 100) and to compare this
with the increase in value in going from the worst-case scenario to the inter-
mediate ones (i.e. if the increase in value to an intermediate scenario was seen
as half of that from the worst-case to the best-case, that particular scenario
would receive a score of 50). Through discussion and using examples, the
basic idea was soon understood by the participants and the scoring then be-
came straightforward. Bar charts were used at times as visual comparisons













A bottom-up approach was used whereby end-level criteria under the same
higher-level criterion were first weighted, after which comparisons across
"families" of end-level criteria were made in order to determine the cumu-
lative weight for each criterion. In each instance, a set of criteria (usually
three at a time) were used to construct different "situations" for partici-
pants (a situation is defined by specifying a scenario for each of the criteria
used). The principle of swing weighting was also used, which resulted in the
following: each situation had one of the criteria set at its best-case while the
others were set at their worst-case (unless this was felt to be too extreme to
be easily envisaged, in which case intermediate cases would be used). The
participants were then asked to pick which situation should get the highest
priority for food support, followed by the second highest priority, etc. This
would give a rank ordering of the criteria. The participants were asked to
envisage their top priority to have a score of 100 and to score the other sit-
uations relative to this. After the weights were computed, the results were
reflected back to the participants for a validity check.
Preferential independence
As an additive model is used, preferential independence must be satisfied.
As a comprehensive check is lengthy, direct tests of additivity were instead
performed and no substantial violations were found. These tests involved
taking two criteria and asking participants for their perceived value of the
highest scoring scenarios on each individually, versus their perceived value
of a combination of the highest scoring scenarios for both criteria. Suppose
that in any particular case, the presence of one criterion seemed to diminish
the value of the second, resulting in the sum of the values from the individual
criteria not equating to their combined value. In such a case, we would have
to conclude that the additivity assumption is violated.
6.3.3 Results
Figure 6.2 shows a value tree of the final criteria. There are two main
criteria: "Demographics", which refers to certain attributes of the agency's
beneficiaries; and "Operation and Management of the Organization", which
attempts to measure the level of service the agency provides. The end-level











additional stipulations are first presented. These stipulations act as hurdles,
and any agency not meeting them will not be allocated food. Table 6.1
shows the resultant weights on end-level criteria and the respective scores
for different scenarios under criteria.
Extra stipulations
These stipulations, which relate to issues including governance and record
keeping, were expressed by the workshop participants as well as FBCT staff:
1. Feeding with the purpose of poverty alleviation must be a primary




















2. Food will only be given to agencies that respect differences of religion,
race and nationality;
3. Agencies must meet FBCT's minimum food handling standards (though
these standards are as yet unclear);
4. Agencies and their beneficiaries are not permitted to sell food;
5. Agencies will be required to keep a record of food received from the
foodbank and attend a certain minimum number of agency meetings;
and
6. All food given to an agency must be used for their beneficiaries and
not passed on to other organizations.
Demographics
An explanation of each sub-criterion is given where necessary, as well as how
this will be measured:
• HIV/AIDS and other debilitating diseases. This is a binary (yes/no)
question. If the agency can adequately display that it has a strategy
for targeting those with debilitating diseases, they receive a score of
100 on this criteria, otherwise 0.
• Age. Four age classes are defined: children of pre-schooling age, chil-
dren of schooling age, adults, and the elderly. Each category/scenario
receives a different score. Agencies are asked to give numbers per cat-
egory from which a weighted average can is calculated as the score for
Age.
• Orphans and vulnerable children. This is treated as a binary question
in the same manner as HIV/AIDS and other debilitating diseases.
• Pregnant women. This is treated as a binary question in the same
manner as HIV/AIDS and other debilitating diseases.
Operation and Management of agency












Appropriateness of development programme Participants, and even
members of the foodbank who were not involved with the workshops, stressed
that food should not simply be handed out but that an agency's beneficia-
ries should be enrolled in a programme for development. Four indicators
of a good developmental programme were developed. As with HIV/AIDS
and other debilitating diseases, the score for each is binary. When scoring is
done, a trained member of the foodbank will need to use their experience to
decide whether the agency satisfies the criterion adequately or not. A brief
description of each indicator is given below.
• Monitoring/Evaluation. An example of an appropriate strategy would
be for an agency to take health measurements of their beneficiaries
and to track their progress.
• Education / training in nutritional areas. Areas include hygiene, nu-
tritional value of different food types, cooking/meal tips, farming ed-
ucation, etc.
• Integration with programmes that develop independence. The agency
must have beneficiaries enrolled in a programme that will help to get
them off food support. Note that this programme does not need to be
provided by the actual agency that receives food. In some instances,
there may be a partnership between the agency receiving food and
another organization providing the programme. It was also stated that
this would apply to children as steps could be taken to ensure that a
child grows up with the necessary skills to become independent. The
same applies to the elderly.
• Community ownership. This refers to whether the community takes
ownership of the agency and is in a sense involved in it. This is mea-
sured by averaging the proportion of staff and board members that are
from the local community. If this average is above 50% the agency,
receives a score of 100, otherwise 0.
Financial management This was seen as being important in order for
the organization to run well and for protection against the misuse of fund-
ing. There are three elements that were considered to be indicators of good
financial management: the keeping of financial records, the use of a budget,
and a separate bank account. In order for an agency to satisfy each. records
must be submitted to the foodbank as proof. Each of these is binary and











three of these indicators are met. Participants felt that fulfilling two is very
good (almost as good as fulfilling all three) while fulfilling one is very poor
(almost the same value as fulfilling none). This is therefore reflected in the
scoring.
Stability of organization This was aimed at establishing the longevity
of the organization for the sake of the end-user, who would be reliant on
this source of food. Three indicators were identified.
• Percentage contribution of largest donor. The larger the percentage of
the largest donor, the more unstable the organization is seen to be.
• Number of paid permanent staff. It was noted that an organization
with more paid permanent staff is generally more stable as it would
tend to be better established.
• Age of the agency. Clearly, the older the agency the more likely it is
of remaining in the future.
For each of these criteria, participants were asked for ranges of values that
would correspond to good, average and poor performances, and were then
asked to score these.
Status of organization This refers to whether an organization is regis-
tered as a Non-Profit Organization (NPO) and/or a Public Benefit Organi-
zation (PBO). The registration of the organization was seen as important as
it provides some level of accountability and suggests a well-run organization.
In order to satisfy this criterion, some form of proof of registration will need
to be provided to the foodbank. It is not possible to register as a PBO if
an agency is not registered as an NPO, therefore there are three possible
scenarios: not registered, registered as an NPO, and registered as an NPO
and PBO.
6.4 Model Optimization
An optimization procedure is required to calculate an optimal distribution
of food. This represents future work, but it is conjectured that one of the
approaches listed below might be implemented. As a starting point, it is as-
sumed that a list of agencies is available with scores and food needs recorded
for each. In addition, a certain average monthly inflow of food is assumed.











• To give linear approximations for the functions given by V(2,), U(S)
and 0(y IN), and to then use linear programming;
• To again use linear approximations, though to then use a goal pro-
gramming approach, in which case o will no longer be required; or
• To programme a heuristic, though a greedy heuristic may be too sim-
plistic as the marginal utility on VW is increasing for small propor-
tions, meaning globally optimal solutions may not be realized due to
locally inefficient "jumps".
Importantly the technique chosen must also be user-friendly for foodbank
staff to implement.
6.5 Practical Implementation
Agencies will enter into a one-year contract with the foodbank, after which
they will need to re-apply for the following year. It is assumed that all
applications will happen simultaneously. In this case, an estimate will be
made for anticipated food volumes to the foodbank for the up-coming year
and the optimization run. The model would then allocate a certain food
volume to each agency, which would be converted to a proportion of the
foodbank's inflows. Throughout the year, agencies would receive a fixed
proportion of the foodbank's inflows on a daily basis, rather than a varying
proportion based on optimizing the model on a daily basis. The reason for
this is that one of the key concerns of agencies is that food volumes should
be as steady as possible. By allocating a proportion, "highs" and "lows" are
shared among agencies. If the model were optimized daily, some agencies
may receive nothing on a day of low inflow.
A possible later extension is to incorporate applications on a continuous
basis throughout the year. This would need to be handled delicately due
to the stochastic nature of inflows. The set of agencies should only be
changed if there is a change in the mean of inflows. To determine whether
changes in inflows are due to mean changes or statistical variation will be
difficult and would probably require "ground" knowledge from foodbank
staff of the factors that are causing changes. Once a decision is made to alter
the composition of agencies, those agencies that bring the highest marginal
utility would be added when inflows increase and those with lowest marginal
utility would be taken off when inflows decrease. In addition. the contracts
of agencies that are seen to perform poorly may not be renewed to make











where the foodbank would not wish to act coldly toward agencies and simply
trade "better" ones for "worse" ones. Some threshold level of difference may
therefore be required or a policy of not stopping food support to an agency
unless they diminish in their service.
At the time of writing, the research had been presented to the FBCT














The conclusions, recommendations, practical implementation and further
scope are all dealt with in the ensuing sections according to the research
areas covered: "Aiding the CTFBF to establish FBCT" and "Warehouse
Selection", which incorporates warehouse size and location. "Food Alloca-
tion- is not dealt with as this is still ongoing and concluding remarks were
therefore covered in the respective chapter. Lastly, an "Overall" section
gives general insights from the entire dissertation.
7.1 Aiding the CTFBF to establish FBCT
This section is divided according to issues relating to the causal mapping,
workshop and project management.
7.1.1 Causal Mapping
A causal map was prepared in order to model the success of the foodbank
and the important issues that impact on this. From the causal map, it
seemed that the foodbank's success relies on its public image, as this is
the foundation for a variety of re-enforcing loops. A successful image will
therefore result in quick steady growth, while a poor reputation will he
detrimental. This is particularly true for sourcing food as suppliers are
typically very concerned about their brand being at risk: for example, if
an individual becomes sick through eating food from the foodbank and this
is traced back to them. In these cases, their supply of food is likely to
suddenly stop and the foodbank will suffer decreased volumes of food as











In essence, the foodbank should exhibit classical S-shaped growth. The
system is typically very responsive and there are no obvious time delays,
therefore there should be very little or no oscillations. The carrying capacity
also logically cannot be surpassed as the foodbank can only collect as much
"waste" product as there is available, unless food is sourced through other
means. In its early stages the only hindrance to growth is competition for
"waste" food and a poor economy (though in South Africa the former should
not play a major part as the "market" appears relatively untouched). Even
considering the latter there is still a large potential for steady growth as there
is a considerable amount of "waste" product being dumped, thus exponential
growth can be expected in FBCT's early stages. In the long-term, the main
restriction to the foodbank will be the "carrying capacity" of the system
as there will not be a limitless supply of "waste" food. The amount of
"waste- in the system will typically be determined by the spending power of
customers (this will determine the size of the food market) and the controls
that food organizations have in place. Therefore, innovative ideas will be
required once the carrying capacity is reached if the foodbank is to continue
to grow.
7.1.2 Workshop
The goals of helping to give the Cape Town FoodBank Forum more struc-
ture, a better sense of leadership, an enhanced understanding and a plan
for the work to be covered in establishing a foodbank were all achieved (see
Chapter 3 for details). One of the key stakeholders commented that the "an-
swers" were obvious, but the actual process of assisting the participants to
come up with the solutions created a far greater sense of ownership. There-
fore, the actual functioning of the forum in working toward a foodbank after
the workshop was far more successful.
7.1.3 Project Management
Over the course of the project the original plan was revisited a number of
times by the co-chairs and forum to assess progress and the work to still
be completed. At the time of writing, FBCT had already launched on 2
March 2009 without building or renovating. The project plan developed in
this case had a completion date scheduled only three and a half weeks prior
to this: and this completion date had been set 8 months in advance. This
is also a credit to the co-chairs and their working teams, who were able to











In many ways the project of setting up FBCT was a "complex" project
[Williams, 2002] (pg. 58) due to the many "soft" issues involved. Although
there is structural complexity as a result of the number of tasks and their
interdependencies, most of the complexity is brought about by the "epis-
temic uncertainty" [Williams, 2002](pg. 56) in the methods for tasks and
thus their timing (there is no clear sense of where funding will come from
or how this will be done, how marketing or IT will be handled, whether a
warehouse will be built from scratch or leased, etc.). There is even uncer-
tainty in goals to an extent as although there is a clearer sense of leadership
as a result of the workshop, there are still many other influences in this area,
particularly from GFN and FBSA, who have a significant impact on FBCT
and its direction.
A possible extension to better estimate risk and uncertainty for the project
completion date could have been to place statistical distributions on task
lengths. External factors and the impact these could potentially have on
the project could also have been modelled. The "project length" could
then be simulated a large number of times and the distribution observed on
completion time.
7.2 Warehouse Selection
Conclusions and recommendations are first given for warehouse size and
location. The actual warehouse selection that took place (practical imple-
mentation) is then given. Finally, further scope is addressed.
7.2.1 Conclusions and Recommendations for Warehouse Size
There were a variety of conclusions and recommendations to be drawn as a
result of the many secondary objectives encountered to the warehouse size
problem. Discussed are those relating to: Actual warehouse size require-
ments; internal requirements (i.e. the amount of cold storage required, the
amount of waste to be handled, etc.) and inventory management. After
this, further scope relating to the warehouse size is covered.
Warehouse size requirements
The 1200m2 case for Philippi was recommended as ideal with regard to ware-
house size. Although the whole area would not be required when operations











950m2 was estimated to be needed within a year while 1370m2 was seen as
ideal for the long-term. Importantly, there is room for expansion if need be,
which almost foregoes the risk of 1200m2 being too small in the long-term.
Also, the warehouse would be leased, which further reduces the risk of a
large capital investment through building. If other initiatives are started
(e.g. inventory management to stabilize outflows, safety stocks, etc.), it was
noted that warehouse requirements could approach the 20001112 mark. In
this case the warehouse could be expanded or some of the contingency plans
identified (see Section 4.5.4) could be employed.
When taking into account the uncertainty inherent in the model, it is also
concluded that there is only a small amount of risk attached to obtaining
a warehouse size largely different to the optimal. The major uncertainties
in the analysis were related to the average weight placed on Lions' stores
and the expected growth in the short and long-term. The former was found
to influence required warehouse size by at most 14%. The warehouse size
required also seemed fairly insensitive to changes in growth (which is shown
when comparing short and long-term requirements) as the largest change
expected is in an increased frequency in non-perishables, which has little
impact on required warehouse size.
The original recommendation from GFN was that 1200m2 would be too
small and that 2500m2 would be a minimum, while warehouses of up to
5000m2 would be adequate (Section 2.2). However, this was probably due
to their experience in the US and the different context in which these food-
banks operate. It is reasonable to assume that the US would generate far
more surplus food per hungry individual than in South Africa, resulting in
much larger "stocks" being generated. It appears that for the South African
context, provided good inventory management and capacity for outbound
logistics is maintained, stock levels should never reach large quantities. In
addition. Cape Town in particular deals with mostly perishable produce,
which is inherently very fast moving. Thus, it is important that sufficient
logistical capacity is available for FBCT rather than excessively large ware-
houses, such that the product can move quickly through the system.
Internal requirements
The values obtained for the amount of waste, packaging, labelling and cold
storage to be handled were presented to the client in order to give an idea of
what to plan for. Due to the uncertainty of these values, the best approach











mended that each month a certain number of stores would be taken on from
Lions. From this, better estimates could be obtained for the assumptions
made. Capacity for waste, packaging and labelling could then be expanded
as needed. As cold storage infrastructure is more costly and more difficult
to expand upon continuously, a refrigerated container was recommended to
be leased initially in order to get a better sense for these estimates. Simul-
taneously, the requirements for frozen storage could then be investigated in
order to estimate how much would be required and how much this would
reduce the required cold storage.
Inventory management
As only one decision rule was used for inventory management, this could
largely be regarded as experimental. However, the rule performed well and
certainly substantiates further research. However, one of the critical assump-
tions of this operating policy is that when perishable product is substituted
for non-perishable product, the two must be exchangeable (e.g. tinned veg-
etables replacing fresh vegetables). In the current case, the non-perishables
are extremely homogeneous (90% Weetbix and Iced Tea) and would not form
a good substitute for perishables. Thus, the application of any research on
inventory management would be pending a better mix of non-perishable
product. The way the foodbank operates its inventory could also be partic-
ularly problematic during its early stages as there would likely be increasing
inflows for a period of time. Therefore, it would be difficult to tell the dif-
ference between a peak due to statistical variation and an increase in mean.
Management would therefore not know whether to increase the outflow fac-
tor (Section 4.4.2) or to hold stock for a "down period". On-the-ground
experience and intuition will probably be required. A Bayesian approach
could even be used whereby value judgements are initially used for "prior"
distributions, and these gradually modified as time goes on and real data
can be collected.
7.2.2 Conclusions and Recommendations for Warehouse Lo-
cation
The Philippi warehouse was recommended as it was within the ideal "zone"
(see Section 5.5.2) and near one of the major intersections. A number of
other aspects were also covered as a result of the analysis of warehouse
location. However, due to time constraints, the work in these areas was












• As a general rule, the optimal truck size would be one where the truck
is big enough to do enough pick-ups and/or deliveries such that it only
returns at the end of the day. An initial estimate of the trucks required
is about nine or ten 2.5-tonners, though consideration would need to
be given to the current fleet as well as routing in order to assess the
additional vehicles required.
• It was shown that from a cost perspective of the total system (cost to
the foodbank and to agencies), delivery to agencies would usually be
preferred over the use of a pick-up radius.
• It was shown that increasing the number of deliveries per week does not
increase the cost of delivery in proportion. Consultation with agencies
would be required in order to place some "value" on an increased
number of deliveries per week in order to determine whether this would
be worth the increased financial cost. A delivery fee (which equals the
cost of delivery) could also be used for agencies. In this case the
agencies could then decide for themselves whether the financial cost is
worth the increased delivery frequency.
7.2.3 Practical Implementation: Warehouse Selection
The warehouse at Philippi was recommended with regard to size and loca-
tion. It was also found to perform well on all other criteria, therefore FBCT
decided to lease the warehouse. The problem then arose as to whether to
lease 600m2 or the full 1200m2 and one week was assigned by FBCT man-
agement to research the problem. The recommendation was then given to
take the full 1200m2, however unfortunately the other 600m2 was taken dur-
ing the research period. The agreement was to allow FBCT and their new
-neighbour" to rent for 6 months. Both parties seemed to want the whole
property at a later stage, therefore during this time the situation would be
re-assessed and the decision given as to who would get the whole space. It
was then decided to take the 600m2 rather than look for other premises due
to a lack of other alternatives and a general sense that FBCT's chances of
securing the full space after 6 months was good. As a result it was simply
recommended to operate as though on a temporary basis (i.e. to not install
frozen storage and to use a refrigerated container) to reduce the cost of a
later move.
At the time of writing the "neighbour" had recently moved out and











be accurate as roughly 50% of the space is being utilized, though growth
is ongoing and the full 1200m2 appears ideal for the medium to long-term.
It is interesting to note that OR in this case was successfully implemented
in a similar way to its inception in World War 2: by assessing how to best
implement a new technology where there is no directly relevant previous
experience. This also helped save a large amount of money as if the rec-
ommendation of a minimum of 2500m2 was followed and the space leased,
at least R40,000 per month would have been wasted (using current market
costs per square metre), which is substantial for an NGO starting up.
7.2.4 Further Scope
Further scope is split into areas relevant to warehouse size and areas relevant
to warehouse location.
Warehouse Size
Firstly, areas in which the current research could be improved are discussed,
after which new but related areas for research are presented.
Possible extensions to research undertaken:
• The shelf life of product can be taken into account; and
• Probability distributions could be placed on certain constants (e.g.
ton/m3 for product inflows) as these in fact vary per donation.
Potential new research areas:
• Most notably, as time goes on estimates for assumptions made can be
updated to give more accurate output;
• As previously stated, more research into good inventory management
practice would almost certainly be beneficial, whereby non-perishable
product could be used to smooth fluctuations in perishable product;
• Inventory management could be extended to take into account the
nutritional composition of inflows and outflows and to ensure balanced
meals go out;
• A purchasing programme could be explored and the impact that this











• Frozen storage needs to be assessed along with how this inventory
should be managed;
• In conjunction with inventory management, the value of a bigger ware-
house (required for more flexible inventory management) could be com-
pared to the opportunity cost of this extra space (extra food could
perhaps be bought); and
• Although the daily amount of packaging, sorting, cleaning, etc. were
addressed, it would he more helpful to observe work load against time
as there may be sudden spikes for which more staff will be required.
Warehouse Location
With regard to improving the research undertaken, the main improvement
could have been made by using a road network and the actual addresses
of suppliers and agencies. This would then also prove helpful for possible
further research into vehicle routing and scheduling for collections and de-
liveries. Currently this is done ad hoc: a method that will become more
difficult and inefficient as operations expand. This routing algorithm would
reduce travelling time required and therefore costs.
7.3 Overall Observations
Through the foodbanking experience, Operational Research appears to be
a field that has much to offer the humanitarian sector. Significant problems
were able to be tackled in this dissertation, ranging from the more technical
(warehouse size and location) to those of a more social nature (helping to
establish leadership for the foodbank and manage the project, and develop-
ing a food allocation model). Both areas were of significant importance to
the foodbank. The former in this case helped to reduce costs in an already
tight budget, while the latter helped to better define and reach the goals of
the foodbank.
Differences, predominantly around goals and uncertainty, were observed
between the research undertaken and what would be typical of operational
research in industry. These are discussed individually below, after which the












When modelling, the biggest difference was found to be in goals (humanitar-
ian benefit for a developmental context versus profit for an industry context).
This sometimes created "fuzziness" for the developmental context (e.g. how
to rate agencies for food allocation), which would result in problem struc-
turing techniques requiring the focus, rather than intricate mathematical
modelling.
7.3.2 Uncertainty
There is greater overall uncertainty in the developing world. Uncertainty
can be split into "hard", which can generally have probability distributions
fitted to it; and "soft", which is of a more "fuzzy" nature and is more diffi-
cult to measure. The developing environment has more soft "uncertainty"
than the developed environment; and "hard" uncertainty in the developing
environment is masked by a lack of information/data.
In the foodbanking context the problem structure was often unstable
and susceptible to change (e.g. the logistical structure), particularly as it
was a new organization and open to change and evolution. It is therefore felt
that techniques employed in such a scenario should either be very simplistic
(in order to reduce the time cost so that the problem can be re-solved if
changes are incurred) or easily adaptable to a changing environment. This
also possibly explains why the harder techniques are in some instances more
suited to the developed world. These techniques are typically more rigid
and therefore suited to a steady environment. The large availability of data
in the developed world also allows more complex models to be fitted (which
usually require more parameters), whereas the lack of data in the develop-
ing environment enforces simplistic modelling and more of an emphasis on
problem structuring.
As a result of the differences in goals and uncertainty, detailed techniques
developed for First World industry (e.g. around inventory management)
could not be directly transferred. Hard techniques were still applicable (e.g.
simulation for warehouse size and location), though these were "custom
built" according to the given environment. These proved very useful and
helped to incorporate relevant expertise in a new environment in a system-
atic and logical manner to solve problems. much in the same way that OR












Our experience was that buy-in from clients differed according to the tech-
niques employed. For softer techniques, buy-in was predominantly based
on their understanding and trust in the technique, as they were actively
participating in the work. An example of this was the workshops for the al-
location model, where issues centred on the work content. Along these lines
it was found that the style of thinking between facilitator and participant
was initially an obstacle. The OR style of thinking is generally to attempt
to simplify and model reality in order to solve problems. The reality of
participants in this case is very practical, social and complex. Participants
therefore seemed resistant at first, as in their eyes the reality was too com-
plex to attempt to break up and model. It also took time to convince them
that it is better to model approximately, even if it is imperfect, than to not
model at all.
Due to the increased level of involvement in the solution development
with the softer techniques, it was found that there was an increased un-
derstanding of the system and problem within the system when these were
used. It is felt that this understanding is an integral part of the solution. An
illustration of this was in creating a leadership structure, where an increased
understanding was essential in implementing the co-chairs structure.
For the harder techniques, buy-in seemed to centre more on personal trust
in the OR practitioner's competence. Examples of this were the warehouse
size and location, where the clients had only a very broad idea of the re-
search but were generally happy to accept and implement its conclusions
due to a level of personal trust. Sometimes conclusions needed to be sub-
stantiated, though this would be through underlying rationale rather than
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The coding is split into two parts. Firstly, a pseudocode is given for the
Clarke-Wright algorithm. Secondly, the actual VBA code for the entire
warehouse location algorithm is given.
A.2.1 Pseudocode for Clarke Wright Algorithm
An overview of the algorithm was given in Section 2.4.2. Customers 1 to 71
which are also nodes 1 to n), referred to in that section, are now represented
as regions 1 to n, with the warehouse denoted as node 0. Below is the
pseudocode for the algorithm:
1. x and y coordinates were given for each region as well as the number
of agencies remaining in each area.
2. Using the x and y coordinates, matrix d was calculated, where du is the
Euclidean distance between regions i and j. This was then multiplied











3. Using matrix (1, matrix s could be calculated using the formula given
in Section 2.4.2: sij = di() doj — dij (distance dij is here used as a
proxy for cost cij between nodes i and j as distance is later converted
to financial cost in the original algorithm). The number of possible
distinct savings between two regions is z = n(n — 1)/2, assuming that
= for all i, j and thus that sij sji for all i, j.
4. A number of arrays were then set up that acted as a database, keeping





The database could then be viewed as an ((n z) x 4) matrix (reason
for having (n z) rows to follow). Each row number would refer to
a unique route, therefore giving each row a unique "route id", and
would contain information on the cost of the route (road distance in
this case), the load of the route (which in this case is the number
of agencies), the first region visited (Extremel) and the last region
visited (Extreme2). Therefore Cost(i), Load(i), Extremel(i) and
Extreme2(i) would all contain information on "route i", i = 1 to
(in ± 4 The Load, Extremel and Extreme2 arrays are used to
check for the three merger conditions, and the Cost array keeps track
of the cost of the route.
As described in Section 2.4.2, the initial set-up has 71 routes, each of
which has a separate vehicle travelling from the warehouse to a single
customer and back. Consequently the first n entries of the database
are filled in accordingly. As regions are combined into single routes,
their "parents" (or original routes) are set to 0 and the new route is
then added. There are z possible savings to cycle through, therefore
the procedure will need to be looped z times. If a new route is created
(from a merger) on iteration k, it is input into row 71 + k. This explains
why the database is of dimension ((n x 4). The database starts
with 71 entries and then cycles through z possible savings, each of which
could potentially be added to the database. A more elegant solution
could be achieved by replacing one of the "parent- routes with the











the given solution worked well enough in practice time constraints did
not permit coding the more elegant solution.
5. The following loop was then used to calculate all the routes:
For k = 1 to z
• Find max(s) with associated regions i and j
• Set a = Route(i) and b = Route(j). Regions i and j each belong
to a certain route (or row number). Route(i) and Route(j)
are used to denote which route regions i and j are a part of.
Therefore, for example, region 10 may be part of route 16, in
which case i = 10 and a = 16.
• Check to see if the three conditions (from Section 2.4.2) are sat-
isfied for a possible merger between regions i and j
-- If all three conditions are passed, then merge regions i and j
— Else do not merge regions i and j
• Change sjj to 0
Next k
Assume now that the code is on iteration k and that regions i and
j have been selected from max(sii). The following two sub-sections
describe how the three conditions are checked and, if the conditions
are satisfied, how the merger occurs.
Checking the three conditions
In order for a merger to occur between i and j the following three
criteria need to be satisfied:
(a) The truck capacity cannot be exceeded;
(b) Neither i nor j can be internal to a route; and
(c) Regions i and j cannot be part of the same route.
Every region will always be contained in exactly one route. This
results in four "possibilities" for Route(i) and Route(j). These -pos-












If the three criteria were satisfied, Route(i) = a and Route(j) = b
need to be combined. Recall that the code is on iteration k. The
new route will then be input On row (ii k) of the database. In the
database, the values of the two "parent" routes are all set to 0 and the
values for Cost, Load, Extremel and Extreme2 of the new route
need to be calculated. For Cost and Load this results in:
Cost(n k) = Cost(a) Cost(b) -
Load(n k) = Load(a) Load(b)
Both i and j can be part of three of the "possibilities" as defined
above, assuming "possibility" 4 cannot hold as the merge is feasible.
This results in 9 potential combinations between the "possibilities" of
i and j. The 9 combinations of "possibilities" are listed in Table Al,
along with what the new values for Extremel and Extreme2 will
be for each. At this point the new route has been calculated and the
old routes have been deleted. The loop can then continue to the next
iteration.
6. Once the loop has completed all iterations, the set of routes in the
database will be the final set of routes, and by simply summing the













'*****THIS CODE CALCULATES THE TOTAL TRANSPORTATION COST*****
Function routing2(warehouse As Range, assumptions As Range,
xcoord As Range, ycoord As Range, radius As Range,
number_agencies As Range) As Variant
'THE TRANSPOARTATION COST FOR WHOLE TRIPS IS FIRST CALCULATED:
'"warehouse" is the warehouse coordinates; "assumptions" is
'the list of assumptions; "xarea" and "yarea" are the
'coordinates of the areas; "radius" is the radii of the areas;
'"number_agencies" is the number of beneficiaries/agencies in
'each area.
'Where results will be stored:
Dim results(1) As Double
'Calculate the number of areas (n):
n = Application.WorksheetFunction.Count(xcoord)
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